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 ̂ ‘ A Rhodes Scholar, Dean Blumberg is author of the book One-Party Press?
Dean and Professor and articles in several periodicals. He has worked for the Associated Press,
the Denver (Colo.) Post, as assistant city editor of the Washington (D .C .) 
Post and Tim es H erald , and associate editor of the Lincoln (N eb.) Star and 
the Ashland (N eb.) Gazette. Before coming to MSU as dean in 1956, he 
taught at the University of Nebraska and Michigan State University. In 1961, 
as an American Specialist for the Department of State, he went to Thailand 
to assist the press and aid in developing journalism education in that country.
P D W A k l ' l R  D T T C A N  B .J., M.A., University of Missouri. Before joining the MSU faculty in 1937,
l U W A R U  D . Professor Dugan worked as a reporter and editor on dailies and weeklies in
Professor Texas, a newsman for the United Press, and as public relations director of
Hardin-Simmons University. He teaches public relations in MSU’s well-known 
School for Administrative Leadership and serves on staffs of agency in-service 
training programs. His articles, primarily on advertising, have appeared in 
several magazines.
W A k R F N T  R R T F R  B.A., University of Washington; M.S., Columbia University; Ph.D., State
W A ix iv c .rN  J .  DIxlILiN. University of Iowa. Professor Brier’s experience includes work as a newsman
Associate Professor for the Associated Press in Los Angeles and Seattle, a reporter for the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer, and a copyreader for the Seattle Times. From 1957-59 he 
served as a public relations officer in the Air Force. He has taught at San 
Diego State College and the University of Southern California. His articles 
on the early Pacific Northwest press have appeared in several journalism 
and historical periodicals.
I ’l D R O T H Y  M  J O H N S O N  B.A., Montana State University. Author of three books and many short
U L A v C J I  • J stories and articles in the nation’s leading magazines, Professor Johnson
Assistant Professor worked as a magazine editor in New York for 15 years and as a staff member
of the Whitefish (M ont.) Pilot for two years. Two of her stories, “The Hang­
ing Tree” and “The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,” were made into movies. 
In addition to teaching courses in magazine journalism, she is editor of 
Montana Fourth Estate and secretary-manager of the Montana State Press 
Association.
p T T T T T p  t T-JT7Q§ B.A., M.A., State University of Iowa. Professor Hess has taught at the State
'*  University of South Dakota, where he also served as production director of
Assistant Professor the University’s educational television station. He has worked as a producer-
director at commercial television stations in Cedar Rapids, la., and Portland, 
Ore., and as a broadcaster for educational radio stations in Chicago and Iowa 
City, la. He is director of the MSU Radio-Television Studios.
W ILLIAM  I M ULLEN D O RE B.A., University of Michigan; M.S., Columbia University. A staff member of 
L  the Ann Arbor (M ich.) News for 15 years, Professor Mullendore has worked
Assistant 1 rotessor as a reporter, copyreader, city editor and news editor. He has won numerous
reporting and writing awards and was a Pulitzer Traveling Scholar at Colum­
bia University. As a specialist in outdoor recreation, his articles have appeared 
in several conservation and travel magazines. In 1958-59 he was a visiting 
lecturer at the University of Michigan.
RONALD P RICHARDS B.A., Montana State University. Mr. Richards joined the MSU faculty in
1962 after 11 years as a radio-television announcer and newscaster. He has 
Assistant worked as director of news and public affairs for K F B B  Radio and Television,
Great Falls, Mont.; news director of K G VO  Radio and KM SO Television, 
Missoula, Mont., and news editor of K REM  A M -FM -TV, Spokane, Wash. 
He is writing a master’s thesis on the history of Montana broadcasting and 
expects to receive his M.A. degree from MSU this year.
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Dean A . L. Stone Address
THE 114-DAY NEW YORK 
NEWSPAPER STRIKE — AND AFTER
B y  J O H N  B. O A K E S
Mr. Oakes, editor of the editorial page of The New York Times, has beer, 
a staff member of that newspaper since 1946. H e has served as editor oj 
The Times’ Sunday "Review of the Week” and as a member of the newspaper’i| 
editorial board. A 1934 graduate of Princeton University, Mr. Oakes was c 
Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University from 1934 to 1936. H e worked as i 
special writer on foreign affairs and as a reporter on Congress for the Wash 
ington Post from 1937 to 1946. In I9 6 0  he received the first Columbia 
Catherwood Award presented annually to one American and one French 
journalist for "enlightened international journalism.” His book, Edge o 
Freedom, was published in 1961. This address was delivered on May 5, 1963 ' 
at the School of Journalism’s annual banquet.
When your Dean did me the honor of asking me some 
months ago to come out to talk to you this evening, I think 
he felt with some reason that he also was extending a helping 
hand to the unemployed; for at that moment I was in 
the midst of a newspaper strike that it appeared never would 
end. But, by the grace of God and Mr. [Bertram] Powers, 
it did end after 114 days of one of the most destructive and 
unnecessary examples of labor-management warfare that my 
city ever had seen.
I am going to talk to you tonight about responsibility: 
The responsibility of labor-management; the responsibility 
of the newspapers themselves; the responsibility of the news­
paperman and woman.
Responsibility of Labor and Management
I am not going to try to discuss in detail with you the 
causes and effects of this strike, but Dean Blumberg did sug­
gest that some comment about it would be of interest to you 
as journalism students, so I will try briefly to comply. I want 
to make it clear that whatever I say is stricdy my own 
opinion and does not necessarily represent the corporate 
view of The N ew York Times. I was not involved in the 
negotiations, thank God, and therefore may perhaps be a
little freer to comment than I might otherwise have beer
The causes of this strike go back into a long history of a: 
antiquated union-management framework and an inad< 
quate machinery for negotiation. They involve outmode 1 
practices and procedures coming up against the half-hidde \ 
but very real threat of unemployment through automatioi 
They include bitter rivalry among some of the 10 unions wit 
which New York City newspapers have to deal. In fact, th ' 
inter-union question was one of the major contributin • 
causes and I do not see why it should not be frankly describe 
as such, though it seldom is. It took shape in the determin;. 
tion by a new local leadership of the International Typ 
graphical Union in New York to regain the precedence an.' 
the prestige this union had enjoyed until about 10 years a £ 
in setting the terms of contract for all the other union; 
Through accidents of history and otherwise, it had been tl 
Newspaper Guild that for the past decade had set the cit) 
wage pattern in the newspaper industry. Whatever the Gui 
settled for, the other unions habitually felt obliged to tak 
Mr. Powers decided to change that pattern, to break tl 
Guild’s ascendancy; and he believed a strike, and only 
strike, could do it.
So in a very real sense this could be said to have been 
strike almost as much against the Guild as against the pu'
Montana Journalism Revie j2
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Ushers; and it is only one of the many ironies of the situa­
tion that when the strike was called the night of December 7, 
the members of the Guild, in faithful observance of the 
picket-line tradition, became probably the principal sufferers. 
It is not as well known as it should be that, of all those 10 
or 11 unions that during the 114 days of battle observed the 
principle of labor unity, it was the men and women who 
belonged to the Guild who were among those enjoying the 
smallest strike benefits; the men and women of the I.T .U ., 
which called the strike, relaxed with some of the largest.
PAY L E V E L  M A IN TA IN ED
With a combination of union benefits and tax-free unem­
ployment compensation paid to strikers by the taxpayers 
of the State of New York (I believe New York is one of only 
two states in the Union thus to subsidize strikes), plus part- 
time employment in job printing shops, many of the strik­
ing printers were taking home as much pay—or virtually as 
mUch—as if they actually had been working at their regu­
lar jobs; or, to put it another way, as much as, or even more 
than, some of their fellow printers were earning in news­
paper plants not on strike in the immediate vicinity of 
New York. Under these circumstances, where was the 
inducement to the striking printers to pressure their leader­
ship to reach a settlement? The answer is easy—they didn’t.
I will not go into the make-work rules that have frozen 
the newspaper composing room in New York City into one 
of the most medieval-type operations imaginable. It is not 
for nothing that such ancient terms as rraft and guild are 
used to describe the labor organization in this industry of 
ours.
PU BLISH ERS BA N DED T O G E T H E R
It is necessary to emphasize that not all the anomalies were 
on one side in this backbreaking dispute. The New York 
publishers banded together in a single bargaining unit 
though the basic interests of the newspapers themselves were 
varied—even disparate. For example, three of the members 
of the New York City Publishers’ Association represented 
national chains— Scripps-Howard, Hearst and Newhouse; 
and whatever settlement they agreed to (decisions, by the 
way, had to be unanimous) was inevitably weighed by them 
against its effect on their papers in other cities of the 
United States. In contrast, the interest and concern of the 
individually owned newspapers were concentrated on opera­
tions in New York alone.
I am not attempting here to evaluate this situation; I am 
trying to illustrate some of the strange aspects of a strike 
that made it far more complicated than it may have seemed 
at first glance, made it last longer than was believed pos­
sible, and make it—now that it is over—absolutely essential 
that we figure out a way to prevent it from happening again.
For the damage this strike did to the community and,
I think, to the nation really was incalculable. It can be 
calculated in dollars, all right—an estimated $200 to $250 
million of them. That is important; but what was far more 
important was the blackout of communications in the prin­
cipal commercial and financial center of the nation. Of 
course there was radio or television, and there were even 
some makeshift local newspapers and some out-of-town sub­
stitutes; but none of these alternatives to the great New York 
dailies satisfied the need of the public to know what was 
going on in the world of politics and government, of industry 
and commerce, of education and culture, of art and society.
As a justice of the Supreme Court of the United States 
said only a few days ago, both management and labor have 
the moral if not legal duty to prevent a recurrence of the 
New York newspaper strike. He added that he did not 
believe that either publishers or unions fully recognized this 
mutual duty of theirs to publish in the public interest.
N EW SPAPER IN D U STR Y UNIQUE
That there is such a duty I have no doubt. It is some­
times said that the newspaper industry—and it certainly is 
an industry—is not really different from the toothpaste- 
manufacturing or meat-packing or any other industry; but 
in my view it is fundamentally different from these (and in 
fact is unique) because of the special, constitutional relation­
ship it has to the interest the public has in keeping informed. 
I will add in this connection that I think the slogan “free­
dom of the press” is too frequently used as a protective mantle 
to wrap around and thereby to conceal many sins of the 
press—and not only in the field of industrial relations. But 
however much this slogan may have been misused, and in 
my opinion it has been misused from time to time in the 
most hypocritical and anti-social manner, the fact remains 
that the press and other information media in a democracy 
are clothed with a very special public interest that does 
distinguish them from most other industries.
It is because of this interest that newspapers do have their 
protected position in our country, under the Constitution; and 
this in turn imposes upon them a specially weighty respon­
sibility. Their first responsibility, in the absence of which 
the others are necessarily meaningless, is the responsibility 
to publish. What happened during the 114 days of the 
newspaper strike was something that no legislature, no act 
of Congress, no court could have imposed; the newspapers 
of New York were prevented from publishing, and in this 
crisis four of them even prevented themselves from publish­
ing. It must not happen again.
In the effort to forestall it from happening again— even in 
as few as two years hence— many varied suggestions already 
have been made. They range all the way from a drastic re­
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vision of the anti-trust laws to bring unions into their pur­
view, through proposals for compulsory arbitration, to a 
total reorganization of the negotiating procedures.
JO IN T  BOA RD A P O SSIB IL IT Y
One possibly fruitful path of exploration may be the crea­
tion of a joint labor-management board, on a permanent 
basis, so that the problems affecting the industry could be 
discussed at regular periodic intervals throughout the life 
of the contract. In this way, both sides would be familiar 
with the other’s point of view in respect to the actual or 
potential questions at issue, whether on matters of automa­
tion (an increasingly vital area), matters of jurisdiction, or 
matters of organization.
Instead of merely discussing specific grievances through 
the limited machinery set up for the purpose as at present, 
a permanent joint board might create the framework for 
constant consideration and discussion of the really major 
problems. Something like this has been done successfully in 
other industries in New York.
Another possibility, and one that could stem out of the 
joint-board procedure, would be a true joint negotiation in 
a sense in which it has not previously existed and under 
conditions that would prevent one union or one newspaper 
from having the power to shut down all of them. Under 
present conditions, one union— even in actual practice, one 
man— can call a strike; but it takes the unanimous agree­
ment of all the unions to end it. This isn’t democratic and 
it doesn’t make economic sense.
D EM O C RA TIC  C O N TR O L N E ED E D
What we really have to introduce into this whole area of 
labor-management relations in our industry as well as in 
many others is a more genuine industrial democracy, a more 
genuine democratic control, under which decisions affecting 
the very livelihood of large numbers of people cannot be 
taken— as in fact they are taken today— by one man.
I certainly don’t have the answers to these problems; but 
I do know that this question of labor-management relations— 
and not only in the newspaper profession— has to be solved 
for the good of our country. I say not only in the news­
paper profession because this is a question that affects many 
of the most vital facets of our industrial society, all the way 
from the manufacture of missiles to the operation of rail­
road trains, from steel workers to longshoremen. It is a 
problem that is going to get worse before it gets better 
because underneath and behind it all is the irresistible 
advance of automation and the accompanying specter of 
unemployment.
4
The Responsibility of the Newspapers
But naturally because of our own special relationship—- 
yours and mine— to newspapers, we’re particularly interested 
in seeing that it is solved for newspapers, which, as I sug­
gested to you earlier, do have a special, a constitutional 
responsibility vis-^-vis the reading public.
Responsibility— this is the key word in the newspaper 
profession, and the first thing to note about it is that it’s a 
two-way affair. There is the responsibility of newspapers 
to the public, and there is also the responsibility of the public 
to the newspapers. I mean by the latter that the Constitu­
tional guarantee of freedom of the press, written into the 
First Amendment, is a recognition of the fact that govern-' 
ment cannot truly be free unless the press is free. As Madi­
son put it: “A popular government without popular infor­
mation or the means of acquiring it is but the prologue to 
a farce or a tragedy or both.”
DEM OCRA CY M U ST B E  IN FO RM ED
In other words, the basic condition for successful function 
ing of a democratic government is that the democracy b< 
intelligently informed. The government itself has the obliga , 
tion and the responsibility to see that this right is no 
infringed, and the press as well as the public have the recipro 
cal responsibility to see that the government does no 
infringe it.
But the responsibility is reciprocal in another way toe 
The First Amendment was not merely a guarantee to newj 
papers of their right to publish; it was also a guarantee t  
the public of its right to know. As a matter of fact, Hami!• 
ton felt this right was so fundamental that he didn’t eve 
believe it should be formulated in the Constitution.
Speaking of the liberty of the press, he said that “. . . il 
security, whatever fine declaration may be inserted in an 
constitution respecting it, must altogether depend on publi 
opinion and on the general spirit of the people and th 
government.”
Unless “the people and the government” have that “gei 
eral spirit” that makes for freedom of information an 
discussion, all the guarantees won’t be worth the pap<. 
they’re written on. Conversely, unless the press itself tak< 
seriously its responsibility to furnish that information an 
stimulate that discussion, it won’t deserve a word of th l 
guarantee.
In the century and three quarters that this reciproc 
obligation, this reciprocal responsibility, has been a bas 
factor in the workings of the American democracy, bo- 
sides have gone through their phases and their failure 
The government at times has attempted to distort, to ma<
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age, to control and suppress the news, even in peacetime; 
some newspapers have at various periods done the same. 
We have some very recent examples of governmental inter­
ference and (mis)management. The present Administration 
has been accused of demonstrating “the most sophisticated, 
skillful and precisely planned control of news in peacetime 
history.” I ’m not sure it deserves quite that accolade, but 
it certainly is true that the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
was candid enough to say the other day that management 
of the news was a proper function of government. I say it is 
not; but I also say it will be attempted again and again 
unless the newspapers are alert to the danger and bestir 
themselves to combat it.
It is wisely said that there isn’t a thing wrong with the 
editorial page in the American press that good editorials 
won’t cure. I would add that there is no kind of news 
management in Washington or in Montana or anywhere 
else that good reporters won’t cure—and good publishers 
who are willing to let the news chips fall where they belong: 
right on the printed page and not on the spike.
SM UGNESS EN DA N G ERS PRESS
The worst enemy of a free and unfettered press in the 
United States is, in fact, not the actual efforts— such as 
they are—of the government to suppress, manage or distort 
the news. The worst enemy is the indifference of news­
papers in reacting to the challenges that face them. Smug­
ness, in my opinion, is the greatest danger to the American 
press, and it reflects itself in the tendency toward conformity 
—a neutralistic approach to our life and times; an institution­
alization of the good, the true and the beautiful; a reluc­
tance to throw out the challenge, to upset the applecart, to 
investigate, to question, to probe in depth and criticize with 
sharpness, to make other people—and ourselves— uncom­
fortable.
I am not saying that the entire press is afflicted by this 
disease; I am saying that too large a part of it is so affected. 
The reasons are essentially the same as the reasons for the 
reduction of television and radio pretty largely to the unin­
spired, unimaginative, uninformative, profit-making form­
ula with which we all are familiar.
The costs of production are overwhelming, and increasing 
every day; competition from other media is fierce; the public 
wants entertainment rather than instruction. The result is 
that many publishers tend to gravitate to the least—least 
risky, least expensive, least provocative—common denomina­
tor. The wire services supply the news; the picture services 
supply the pictures; the syndicates supply the interpretation; 
and even, in some cases, the editorial services supply the 
editorial opinions.
When this happens, a newspaper is not carrying out its
responsibility to the public. Speaking to this point recently, 
an English newspaperman observed that “the greatest threat 
to the traditional position of the press now comes from inside 
itself.” He was worrying, as I am worrying, less about gov­
ernmental interference and public indifference—both of 
which, let me stress, are something to worry about—than in­
ternal corrosion within our profession, which is something 
even more to worry about.
But despite the difficulties, many newspapers are manag­
ing to maintain their sense of professional responsibility, 
which means presenting the news thoughtfully, interpret­
ing it intelligendy and commenting on it cogently. It is 
more necessary than ever for us to carry out this responsi­
bility because news is no longer a mere recitation of a suc­
cession of happenings, human or otherwise. It is a highly 
concentrated and broadly expansive mixture of politics, eco­
nomics, sociology and science deluging the vast numbers of 
individuals who constitute our working political and indus­
trial democracy. They need more than a merely superficial 
acquaintance with a chronological series of facts. They need 
—in a sense in which it has never before been needed 
so keenly by so many people—understanding.
The Responsibility of the Newspaperman
It is the newspaper as a whole and the editorial page in 
particular that has the duty—the responsibility—of trying 
to give some understanding of the complex of events to 
the people of our democratic community on which, in the 
last analysis, rests the burden of the great decisions.
And this is one reason why I was so pleased to learn that 
approximately three-fourths of the courses given for a B.A. 
in Journalism here at Montana State University are for work 
in the humanities and social sciences, rather than on the 
technical side of journalism. As one who never took a course 
in journalism but who has considerable respect for such alert 
and progressive schools of journalism as this one is, I think 
this broad-based humanistic approach to journalistic training 
of the kind you receive here best fits you for the profession 
you have chosen to enter. There are of course specific 
journalistic techniques that must be learned, and an under­
standing of these techniques can be advantageous before you 
take on your first job and have to learn them through hard 
experience.
But infinitely more important to the man or woman 
entering the profession today is an understanding of the 
complexity of the world in which we live, the world which it 
is the newspaper’s principal duty to report—and not solely 
to report but also to understand and to explain.
REV O LU TIO N A RY TIM ES
The newspapers must continue to report the spot news
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with accuracy and vitality, and on the whole they’re doing 
this. But what they must also do is to recognize on their 
news and editorial pages (as well as in their business 
offices) the revolution in communication, in transporta­
tion, in science and in art, in industry and in agriculture, in 
politics and in government—the revolution in virtually every 
phase of life on earth, with the prospect just around the cor­
ner of even more disrupting revolutionary developments 
concerning our neighbor planets and outer space.
The point is that news is no longer just that which is 
happening to the family next door, or at City Hall, or at 
the State House in Helena, or in Washington, or even in 
Moscow, though it is all of those things. It is the latest 
developments in the laboratories of California; it is the push 
of population in Brazil; it is the economic transformation 
of France; it is the political evolution of central Africa. It 
is the vast, almost incomprehensible revolutionary change 
that is going on all about us in the world today— a change 
or changes that our own institutions, political, economic, 
social, are not fully prepared for. They probably cannot be 
fully prepared; there is always a “cultural lag” in the evolu­
tion of mankind.
It’s our job as newspapermen to try to prepare the people 
of our country for these changes— that is, to lay the basic 
groundwork by describing and explaining what is going on; 
for until and unless it is described and explained, it cannot 
be understood.
E X C IT E M E N T  O F JO B H AS IN C REA SED
That is why the newspaperman’s job today is the most 
exciting in the world, more exciting and more important 
than it has ever been. Right here in Missoula we’re in the 
heart of what only a few years ago was called the frontier 
(not, by the way, the new frontier, but rather an old 
frontier). When I first visited this state as a boy— and that 
really wasn’t so very many decades ago— it took me two or 
three days to get here by train. Yesterday I came in a few 
hours, and tomorrow it will probably be a few minutes. 
The day after tomorrow one will probably be able to arrive 
before one leaves.
But the point is that the frontier—the very concept of a 
frontier— has drastically altered in my lifetime. You and I 
as newspapermen are on a really new frontier—the frontier 
of knowledge. And yet despite all the methods of acquiring 
information that we have at our fingertips, we still all tend 
to fall into a pattern of thought, following the leader be­
cause that’s the easiest thing to do. We tend to accept the 
accepted, hesitating to deviate from the recognized cliche 
of the moment. I would appeal to you as newspapermen and 
newspaperwomen to approach the world with a skeptical 
eye and a questioning mind. In fact, I wouldn’t limit this 
observation to the newspaper profession; for the refusal to 
take things for granted, the insistence on understanding the 
reasons for accepted dogma, the determination to inquire J 
into the facts and to form one’s judgments for oneself are as 
much the mark of the good citizen as of the good news­
paperman— and just as necessary.
At the entrance hall of the building where I work in New 
York is an inscription: “Every morn a fresh beginning,' 
every day a world made new.” This phrase is truer today 
than the day it was written many years ago. It has never been 
truer in all the long history of mankind.
IM PA CT O F T H E  SPACE A GE
You and I are in the midst of a revolutionary world. If 
Tim e and space are being annihilated; the population of our 
planet is rocketing upwards at terrifying speed; automation1 
is already threatening to make labor obsolete in sections of 
our economy; the pattern of world politics is in an acute 
process of transition. W hat all of this demands from every 
newspaperman and every citizen is a perpetual questioning1 
of old ideas, a persistent probing into new ones. i
W e are entering the most exciting, most challenging era 
in history. It requires an accent on quality, a willingness tc 
take risks, a rejection of the doctrine that we can ensure 
security by wrapping ourselves in the comfortable cocoor 
of past achievements. What is necessary for all of us a:; 
students, as teachers, as editors, as Americans and as citi 
zens of the world is the energy, the ambition, the resdess 
ness and the skepticism of pioneers—for we are the pioneer:' 
of a new age.
Additional copies of the Montana Journalism Review ,
may be obtained for one dollar each from:
Bureau of Press and Broadcasting Research 
School of Journalism 
Montana State University
Missoula, Montana j
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THE POPULATED WORLD 
OF JUVENILE BOOKS
By D O R O T H Y  M. J O H N S O N
Professor Johnson, a frequent contributor to the nation’s leading magazines, 
joined the MSU journalism staff in 1953. Author of three books for adults, 
she tells in this article why she is switching to the juvenile field. Two of her 
short stories, "The Hanging Tree” and "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,” 
were made into movies. Miss Johnson worked for 15 years as a magazine editor 
in New York and for two years on the Whitefish (Mont.) Pilot. As secretary- 
manager of the Montana State Press Association, she edits the Montana 
Fourth Estate.
Perhaps I shouldn’t tell you anything about the juvenile 
book market, because maybe it isn’t big enough for all of us. 
But it is big. In spite of television, it’s big. The kids like to 
read, apparently, or else grownups just like to buy books for 
them. Gone are the days when a child made do with Alice 
in Wonderland, Red Fairy Book, Mrs. Wiggs o f the Cab­
bage Patch and something inspiring by Horatio Alger.
Writing for this market is nothing to be embarrassed 
about. Some Big Names are on the covers of books for young 
readers. “Young readers” and “junior books” are the pre­
ferred terms now. They have dignity. Maybe “juvenile” has 
been smeared by its frequent association with “delinquent.”
I had no interest in children’s books, by any name, until 
a few months ago, when it dawned on me that the magazine 
market for fiction is shot to pieces. My last three stories are 
unpublished. My best market, Colliers, is long gone. The  
Saturday Evening Post publishes fewer and thinner issues 
now.
The market for nonfiction is as good as ever, maybe 
better. But the demand is for articles of a kind that I can’t 
get excited about writing, or can’t get away to research; and 
what I want to write, mass magazines don’t want to buy.
So what’s left? Books. Two adult novels I ’ve written are 
still in manuscript form in my basement. The three books 
I’ve published are collections of short stories written for 
magazines.
That leaves the juvenile market. A friend of mine has 
published 21 juvenile books under her own name, Marian 
Place, or a nom de plume, Dale White. She now has con­
tracts for seven more juvenile books.
For a free-lance writer, the word contract has great 
charm. I ’ve been interested in juvenile books for five months 
now, and my agent has developed three contracts for me. 
I ’ve worked harder at writing in five months than in the 
preceding three years— because of contracts, bless them!
A contract has a deadline. A writer can’t put off indefin­
itely the application of the seat of the pants to the seat 
of a chair. A deadline is a fine thing for a writer. He writes.
My first manuscript is due three months from this minute. 
The title is “Famous Law Men of the Old West,” and the 
length is 35,000 words maximum. I have 37,000 words 
written. (One of the famous law men will just have to come 
out.) I had no idea how long it would take to do research 
on 12 famous law men or how long it would take to write 
and rewrite 35,000 words. So I couldn’t delay. I ’ve learned 
a lot about Bleeding Kansas, the war with Mexico, skinning 
buffalo, and the techniques of gunfighting. I learned that 
the reason Bat Masterson became sports editor of a New 
York newspaper was that he got thrown out of Denver 
as an undesirable character, but that can’t go in the book.
Another magic thing about contracts, in addition to 
built-in deadlines that encourage immediate activity, is what
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they do for one’s morale. No magazine editor has ever 
cared whether I was writing a short story or when it would 
be finished. Now and then, my agent has sent me a brisk 
little note, inquiring whether I was doing anything. But 
magazine editors never have cared.
Book editors care! They care enough to pay some money 
in advance. It’s wonderful to be wanted. They care enough 
to suggest ideas, too. “Famous Law Men of the Old West” 
wasn’t my idea. The editors at Dodd, Mead knew that 
my specialty has been the frontier West, and they have a 
series of “Famous” books, each containing several short 
biographies. So, after rejecting some ideas I suggested, 
they asked whether I ’d like to tackle the famous law men.
GO D SEN D  FO R W R IT E R S
Marian Place told me this series idea is a godsend tor 
writers. If a junior series is good, librarians and teachers 
and bookstores buy the books in it almost automatically. 
This is a fine thing for writers, because royalties depend 
on sales.
My second contract is for a book in Dodd, Mead’s “Won­
derland” series, about places. I yearned to write something 
about Greece, ancient or modern. I tried several adult maga­
zines with various ideas but they either didn’t care about 
Greece or already had a writer doing it.
But Dodd, Mead cared. My second contract, for “Greece: 
Wonderland of the Past and Present,” calls for 15,000 words. 
The big problem will be selection and condensation. I could 
use a third of that just to tell about the awful government 
of ancient Sparta, and another third for the building of the 
Corinthian Canal.
The research was no chore. On a tour of southern Greece 
last summer, I was comforted by the thought that this 
wasn’t a reckless waste of the last of the movie money for 
“The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance” but a valid, admir­
able research project.
In Athens I spent several hot days in photographers’ 
studios buying pictures to illustrate the book. Coming back, 
I oudined the book in a jet some 30,000 feet above the 
Atlantic Ocean.
RESEA RCH  A PLEA SU RE
The research in books was a pleasure. Among my sources 
are some of the works of Aristode (the first zoologist), and 
Theophrastus (the first botanist). Even around this Univer­
sity you can impress people by mentioning that you’re read­
ing them just because you want to.
Frankly, I felt like wearing gloves when I started to read 
junior books, because I had seen some bad ones, written by
8
people who shouldn’t be wridng. Such books are being pub­
lished and sold, but kids’ books don’t have to be corny. 
Apparendy the demand is so great that corn is acceptable, 
but the editors don’t require it.
So far, I haven’t encountered any limitations in vocabulary. 
The “Oh! Oh! Look! Look!” style is stricdy for teaching 
children to read. But books for children to read for pleasure, 
if they live through the learning process, seem not to have 
horrid limitations. Writing must be clear and simple, and 
the editors don’t like pools of blood on saloon floors, even 
if Wyatt Earp did the shooting.
Subject matter is almost unlimited, because children have 
so much to learn. “Anything under the sun” is inaccurate, 
though. Science fiction goes far beyond the sun.
A book-reviewer friend told me the juvenile (pardon me, 
junior) book field is attracting some top writers because the 
royalties tend to go on forever. An adult book slacks off 
after a couple of years, but a book for young readers is like 
an annuity.
Wild Bill Hic\o\ Tames the West is by Stewart Holbrook. 
Margaret Cousins wrote a fine junior book about the fall 
of the Alamo. Laura Benet wrote Famous American Poets. 
Langston Hughes wrote Famous Negro Music Makers. Carl 
Carmer wrote about the Hudson River. Rona Jaffe wrote a 
small book about a wizard and no doubt kept it cleaner than 
The Best o f Everything, which was too adult for some adults, 
including me.
COM PA RA TIVE O BSC U RITY
Most junior-book authors, however, specialize in this field 1 
Their names are known but to God, librarians and the peopl< \ 
who buy kids’ books. This comparative obscurity no doub 
grieves these authors. I ’ll bet they burst into wild sob 
when they pay their income tax. i
The third book I ’ve contracted to write (with a nio 
advance payable on demand) will be about a grandson o 
Priam, King of Troy. This is fiction, but the background 
came from the writings of literary luminaries such a 
Homer, Virgil, Euripides and Ovid. My young hero wa 
born on the day the black ships of the invading Greeks wer 
first sighted, so he is 10 years old when the story opens witl'f 
the fall of Troy. He escapes from the burning city, carry in 
an old bow that belonged to his uncle, the great Hector 
and —  the manuscript is due in December, 1963 (A .D 
that is).
All this activity has me so steamed up that I dug out a 
unfinished adult novel manuscript, “Witch Country,” an 
found that it’s half done and looks good. My evenings an 
weekends will be busy. My social life will be limited. Bi 
a writer is supposed to write. i
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THE PRESS HELPS WRITE 
A STATE CONSTITUTION
By W I L L I A M  J. MU L L E N  D O R E
' Adopted in 1889, Montands constitution has lasted well. But it is beginning 
to show its years as the state grapples with the complexities of space-age gov­
ernment. Constitutional revision is a challenge Montana undoubtedly must 
face. In the following article, Professor Mullendore, a newspaperman and 
editor for 15 years in Michigan, describes how that state rewrote its constitution 
and explains the role played by the press. H e notes that the revision brought 
important gains in freedom of information. The author, who holds a B.A. from 
the University of Michigan and an M.S. from Columbia University, was a 
Pulitzer Traveling Scholar.
A new constitution to help cure the ills of a state beset 
by political and economic stagnation since the end of World 
War II.
A new governor who, before he had been elected, was 
being acclaimed a future presidential possibility.
A new, progressive philosophy for a political party for­
merly controlled by extreme-conservative “Neanderthals.”
Important strides tow ard more freedom of information  
about government affairs in a state not noted as a pioneer in 
public enlightenment.
Those are the significant results of Michigan’s Constitu­
tional Convention begun in October, 1961, and ended the 
following May. In achieving them the Michigan press 
played an important part by giving the convention perhaps 
the most intensive coverage ever accorded a U.S. political 
I event.
The Constitutional Convention (quickly shortened to 
Con-Con by count-conscious headline writers) did its busi­
ness in the proverbial goldfish bowl. If the Michigan press 
had not functioned as it did, a strong case can be argued 
that the state would not have a new constitution, that George 
Romney would not be governor, that the moderate wing 
i would not have taken over the state Republican Party and 
I that closed-door government still would be in vogue.
The recent political history of Michigan is a story of 
t stagnation and frustration in an atmosphere of savage parti- 
< sanship. The state’s “image” deteriorated in “payless pay­
[i Montana Journalism Review
days” for its public servants, a flight of business and industry 
to more congenial surroundings, a high unemployment rate, 
a regressive and punitive tax structure and, above all, a 
partisan deadlock which precluded progress.
The story started in 1948 when a master politician, G. Men- 
nen (Soapy) Williams, forged an unlikely coalition of 
organized labor, Negroes, intellectuals and other elements 
into a dynasty that was to solidify Democratic control of 
the state’s executive branch for the next 14 years. Republi­
cans, accustomed to supremacy in Michigan, found them­
selves battling oblivion. They retained a power foothold only 
because the apportionment formula for the State Senate 
heavily favored thinly populated rural areas where Republi­
can strength was concentrated. Fear of domination by the 
Detroit metropolitan area, where more than half of Michi­
gan’s 8 million people live, had inspired apportionment 
districts drawn to keep the out-state region firmly in control 
of the Senate.
What began as lip-service cooperation between the two 
parties soon degenerated into a blood feud. Political advan­
tage took precedence over progress. Partisan positions polar­
ized, and compromise became impossible.
Although divided on where the blame should fall, 
thoughtful citizens of all political hues recognized that the 
deadlock had to be broken. Essential to breaking it, they 
decided, was a new state constitution.
The existing constitution had been written in 1908. Its
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framers had tried to “lock in” the government structures, 
functions and procedures of the day. The result was a 
long, detailed document which left little leeway for change 
with the times. What should have been routine adjustments 
to new situations could be accomplished only by amending 
the constitution, and “government by amendment” had 
become the established way of doing state business. In 53 
years the voters had considered 126 proposed amendments 
and adopted 69.
ROM NEY E N T E R S PUBLIC L IF E
In the late 1950’s, when talk of a new constitution began 
to spread, the name of George Romney first began to be 
heard outside business circles. Until then Romney had been 
known only as the American Motors Corp. president who 
outfoxed the Big Three automobile manufacturers by pick­
ing the right time to bring a “compact” car onto the 
market. Now he entered public life by helping to organize 
Citizens for Michigan, a nonpartisan group dedicated to 
better state government. To many, and especially to the poli­
tician, Romney was a crackpot. To others, particularly those 
weary of the partisan strife, he was the shining-armored 
knight charging to the rescue.
Citizens for Michigan urged a new constitution, but mere 
urging wasn’t enough. The involved, cumbersome proce­
dures for calling a constitutional convention suggested the 
framers of the 1908 document had wanted their version to 
last forever. Clearing the way for Con-Con required a mas­
sive petition campaign, jointly sponsored by the League of 
Women Voters and the state Junior Chamber of Commerce, 
and two separate enabling elections.
With a convention scheduled at last, the Michigan press, 
which until then had taken a supporting position, began 
to assume leadership. In particular it became concerned about 
access to news of the convention.
C O M M ITTEES M ET IN  SE C R E T
Tradition was not encouraging. Michigan had not exactly 
been in the forefront of the march toward greater freedom 
of information. Committees of the Legislature normally 
met in secret and kept no record of discussions or votes. 
Governing boards of the state’s colleges and universities 
functioned behind closed doors, admitting the press “by 
invitation” to brief wrap-up sessions at which decisions 
reached in secret were made official by unanimous no­
discussion ballots. Because secrecy surrounded many facets 
of government finance, estimates of the state deficit during 
the fiscal crisis varied by as much as $50 million, depending 
on the political affiliation of the source.
To work for an open convention a committee compris- 
ing representatives of all media and organizations such as
Sigma Delta Chi and Theta Sigma Phi was established. 
The committee first secured pledges of editorial support, 
then made sure each candidate for the 144 delegate posi­
tions was asked to declare himself on the issue. Perhaps 
because closed meetings are as unpopular with campaigning 
candidates as they are popular with those same candidates 
once elected, 120 of the 144 chosen delegates were on record 
favoring a completely open convention.
But when Con-Con met to make its procedural rules, 
the delegates backed off a bit. They adopted a rule that 
a committee could hold a closed session if a majority of the 
full convention approved. The press screamed “double-cross” 
and made such a fuss that not once during the convention’s 
eight months did a committee meet in secret. Dr. John A. 
Hannah, president of Michigan State University and chair­
man of the Con-Con committee on organization of the Legis­
lature, at one point suggested closed meetings for his group 
to consider the crucial apportionment issue. So wary were 
the delegates that Hannah got no support and did not 
bring the closed-meeting question up for a convention vote.
Reporters attended all committee meetings. They also sat 
in on most party caucuses— a somewhat unexpected privi­
lege. Of course, some informal gatherings of small groups 
were behind closed doors, but all debates and all decisions 
on convention issues were out in the open.
COVERA G E U N PA RA LLELED
Given the unprecedented opportunity, the Michigan press 
felt a responsibility to take advantage of it. If all committee 
meetings were to be open, it was essential that reporters 
cover them. If reporters were to be invited to caucuses, they 
should go. And report they did. The volume and depth of 
coverage provided Michigan readers and listeners surpassed 
anything in the state’s journalistic history.
The Booth Newspapers, for example, doubled their State 
Capitol Bureau staff from two reporters to four when Con- 
Con convened, and later added a fifth. This staff not only 
provided full day-by-day coverage of the convention for the 
half-million subscribers to the nine Booth papers but also 
wrote summaries, backgrounders and interpretives for a 
special end-of-the-week full page which wrapped up each 
week’s proceedings. The effort was climaxed by publication 
of the texts of the new and old constitutions with com­
parative commentary.
The two Detroit dailies, The News and The Free Press, ' 
gave similar intensive coverage with large staffs. The wire 
services, smaller newspapers and broadcast stations could 
not individually afford to assign so much manpower but 
improvised with pooling, leg work and lots of overtime.
How did the delegates react? There was some grumbling, v 
and a few complained that the necessity to hold all commit­
tee meetings in public prolonged the convention by at’
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least two months. But their over-all appraisal must have 
been favorable, for they wrote into the new constitution 
important guarantees for freedom of information in 
Michigan.
BA LLO TS M ADE PU BLIC
While they still may meet in secret, legislative committees 
must take a recorded roll-call ballot on all bills and resolu­
tions and make the results public. All state financial records 
must be open for public inspection. Governing boards of 
all state institutions, including colleges and universities, 
must meet in public. And local government agencies prev­
iously privileged to hold secret budget hearings and with­
hold certain other kinds of information can no longer do so.
Another result of the convention was the “making” of 
George Romney. He was elected a delegate in his first bid 
for public office and was named one of three Con-Con 
vice presidents. He quickly made himself a compromiser 
among the three political factions represented.
Because delegates were elected by partisan ballot from the 
existing legislative districts, it was not too surprising that 
Republicans won a 99-45 majority. The Republicans, how­
ever, were themselves divided into Neanderthals and moder­
ates. The Neanderthals were committed to a declaration 
that the existing constitution was plenty good enough, fol­
lowed by quick adjournment. The moderates were deter­
mined to write a new one. The Democrats concentrated on 
two issues—legislative reapportionment on a straight popula­
tion basis and stronger civil-rights guarantees—and threat­
ened to torpedo the convention if they didn’t get their way.
A T T E N T IO N  FO CU SED  ON ROM N EY
Thus all the elements existed for a political circus of the 
sort that had been drearily playing in the State Capitol for 
the preceding 14 years. That it did not develop was in great 
measure due to Romney’s insistent pleas, backed by shrewd 
politicking, for a nonpartisan approach. Romney did not 
do it all, of course. He had help from many other able, 
dedicated delegates, who included some of Michigan’s most 
respected citizens. But Romney’s disarming approach, his 
dynamism and his personality concentrated public attention 
on him. Whatever else he may be, Romney is good copy.
The publicity given Romney during the convention built 
an image of him as a “savior” for Michigan. The Republi­
can Party had little choice but to nominate him for the 
governorship once he declared his candidacy. The party’s 
conservative wing certainly wanted no part of a candidate 
whose nonpartisanship was so extreme that none of his cam­
paign billboards included the word Republican. But the 
Neanderthals had to accept him.
The November, 1962, election not only saw Romney 
elected, to end 14 years of divided rule in the State Capitol, 
but also swept the Neanderthals from domination of the 
State Senate where they had been unbudging obstruction­
ists. Some of the Old Guard senators sensed the shift in 
the political wind and did not run for re-election. Others 
were beaten by moderates in the primary, and a couple 
were upset by Democrats in the general election. The 
moderates took control of the Republican Senate caucus 
when the 1963 Legislature opened and ousted the Neander­
thals from power.
V O T E R S A PPROVE C O N STITU T IO N  
In April the people of Michigan voted the new constitu­
tion into existence. With few exceptions the state’s news­
papers supported its adoption, arguing that, while it might 
not be perfect, the new document is a vast improvement over 
the old one. The Democratic Party officially opposed the 
new constitution on two major grounds: (1 ) the new legis­
lative apportionment formula, while based much more closely 
on population, continues to make geography a factor, espe­
cially in the Senate, and (2 ) the elective office of state high­
way commissioner was abolished in favor of an appointed 
bipartisan board. The latter objection was rooted in the 
political ambitions of the incumbent Democratic highway 
commissioner, who wants to be governor.
The party’s stand was not, however, supported by large 
numbers of rank-and-file Democrats who agreed with the 
view that, whatever its faults, the new constitution repre­
sented an opportunity for progress not likely to be offered 
again soon. Enough of them joined with Republicans to 
insure its approval.
PRESS IN FO RM ED  V O T ER S 
While its impact cannot be measured precisely, the press 
coverage given the convention undoubtedly contributed to 
the constitution’s adoption. The uninformed voter tends to 
be a “no” voter on complex issues, if he votes at all. There 
was no possible excuse for any Michigan citizen having been 
uninformed on the constitutional question.
No one contends that Michigan has solved its problems 
by adopting a new constitution, electing Romney governor, 
overthrowing the Neanderthals and opening the informa­
tion door wider. But there is a feeling of optimism that 
the major impediments to constructive work on solutions 
have been removed. In that achievement the Michigan press 
has played a vital part.
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THE LIVELY LANGUAGE OF THE PROS:
A GLIMPSE AT THEIR TECHNIQUE
By W A R R E N  J. B R I E R
Professor Brier, editor of the Montana Journalism Review, has taught at the 
University of Southern California and San Diego State College. H e holds 
degrees from the University of Washington and Columbia University and a 
doctorate from the State University of Iowa. H e has worked as a newsman 
for the Associated Press in Los Angeles and Seattle, a reporter for the Seattle 
Post-Intelligencer, and a copyreader for the Seattle Times.
The late Stanley Walker, ebullient city editor of the 
New York Herald  from 1928-1935, told his newsmen to 
“pick adjectives as you would pick a diamond.”
Walker was stating what most veteran reporters learned 
long ago: Writing that might be dubbed “lively language”— 
or more sedately, “descriptive prose”— does not spring from 
the use of general words such as “exciting,” “dramatic,” 
“spectacular.” Rather, it involves the use of precise wording 
and exact detail. And frequently it utilizes so-called color 
words that evoke visual images.
Extend Walker’s advice to all parts of speech and the 
result may create a word picture, such as this passage from 
a United Press International story about the Adolph Eich- 
mann trial:
Hausner, a small, hawk-faced, baldheaded man in a 
black legal gown, faced the defendant with both hands 
on his hips. An angry flush appeared on Eichmann’s 
ashen-grey cheeks as the prosecutor pressed his attack.
A nerve in Eichmann’s jaw twitched and he licked 
his lips nervously between questions. His voice rose 
angrily as he answered some of the more pointed ques­
tions.
An analysis of prize-winning news stories and others 
praised by professionals indicates that such writing com­
prises at least six distinct factors: (1 )  small, unusual details; 
(2 )  color words; (3 )  forceful, active verbs; (4 )  judicious 
use of the simile; (5 )  rhythm, and (6 ) first-hand knowledge 
of the news event
Detail
The experienced journalist looks long and hard for details 
that enable the reader to “see” an event. When he watches 
a senator— angered in debate— pound a table with his fist, 
the veteran writer does not merely report, “The senator 
became angry.” Instead, he describes the scene as did one 
reporter who observed Joseph McCarthy: “Senator McCarthy 
banged his fist on the table and the glasses jumped.”
The poet Antoine de Saint-Exupery once discussed Joseph 
Conrad’s meticulous attention to detail as follows:
When Conrad described a typhoon he said very little 
about towering waves, or darkness, or the whistling of 
the wind in the shrouds. He knew better. Instead 
he took the reader down into the hold of the vessel, 
packed with emigrant coolies, where the rolling and the 
pitching of the ship had ripped up and scattered their 
bags and bundles, burst open their boxes, and flung 
their humble belongings into a crazy heap.
Family treasures painfully collected in a lifetime of 
poverty, pitiful mementos so alike that nobody but 
their owners could have told them apart, had lost their 
identity and lapsed into chaos, into anonymity, into 
an amorphous magma.
David Lancashire of the Associated Press used the same 
technique when he depicted the aftermath of an earthquake 
in Iran by telling about a child’s bewilderment:
The little boy’s face was stained with dried blood.
He knelt beside the neatly wrapped bodies of his
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mother, father and seven brothers and sisters. Banging 
his head in the dust, he cried, "W hat shall I do, God, 
what shall I do?”
Frequently the details can be presented in narrative form. 
In 1952 President-elect Eisenhower was accompanied to 
Korea by Charles E. Wilson, head of the General Motors 
Corp. and Eisenhower’s choice for secretary of defense. 
Here’s an excerpt from Don Whitehead’s AP story about 
their stopover at I wo Jima:
After breakfast, the General agreed to go back up 
to Suribachi so that cameramen could get the picture 
they had missed the day before. He rode in a Chevrolet 
sedan to the foot of Suribachi, and then climbed out to 
transfer to a jeep for the steep climb up a dusty trail 
cut out of the side of the hill.
Wilson asked the driver why the change was being 
made from the sedan to the jeep.
"That hill’s too steep for the Chevrolet to make it,” 
the driver said.
"Are you sure?” Wilson asked.
"I’m damned sure, sir,” the youth replied.
In 1961 an airliner crash in Illinois killed 78 persons, 
including four 20-year-old women from Suncook, N .H . Far 
down in the UPI story was this glimpse of the tragedy:
In Suncook, a town of 3,000, the chairman of the 
Board of Selectmen clenched a pipe stem in his teeth 
and fought back tears.
"I knew them well,” he said. "They were good girls. 
Every one of them.”
Sometimes detail can be merged with humor, adding to 
the impact of the phrase or story. When Antony Armstrong- 
Jones became a member of Britain’s House of Lords, UPI 
said:
With this quaint ceremony completed, Tony acquires 
a number of privileges— including the right to be 
hanged with a silken cord rather than common hemp.
The “cool courage” of John Glenn, America’s first man 
in orbit, was aptly described by newsmen. But they also said 
he was a “balding, red-haired Marine.”
Crime stories, of course, offer a wealth of revealing facts. 
When a school principal in Indianapolis killed two teachers 
while several pupils watched, the AP’s wrapup night lead 
included these brief but illuminating phrases: The fifth- 
graders’ “giggles that turned to screams” ; the principal killed 
himself in the woods “where he often hunted”; he “neatly 
tidied up his desk” before the shootings; three cigaret butts 
around the body showed “he had sat in thought before 
killing himself.”
Life magazine relied on detail to tell how a famous tennis 
player makes his entrance:
When the loudspeaker announces "The Two-Fisted 
Killer from Ecuador,” he rises on short, crooked legs, 
lowers his shaggy black head, aims himself and charges 
onto the court. One arm has a death grip on six tennis 
rackets. The other, flailing as if to supply additional pro­
pulsion, beats the air in a mad circle. With every 
pigeon-toed stride, his right foot threatens to collide 
with his left, and he seems certain to disintegrate in a 
horrible tangle of arms, legs and rackets. But, with a 
monstrous sigh, he comes abruptly to rest, determined in 
spite of his preposterous appearance to play professional 
tennis. Pancho Segura is onstage.
Theodore M. Bernstein, in his book Watch Your Lan- 
guage, offers these examples of detail from the New Yor\ 
Tim es :
“As he talked, Mr. Ben-Gurion was transformed from a 
rather tired man, suffering from influenza, sitting in a blue 
bathrobe in a hotel room, to one of his nation’s visionaries.”
“Few of the 2,000 industrialists who had heard the address 
were still in the ballroom when Mr. Meany, his teeth clench­
ing a cigar, and Mr. Sligh, a tall, lean furniture manufac­
turer, confronted each other. The room was loud with the 
bustle of waiters . . . .”
“Nervously, Maza twisted a yellow pencil in his hands. 
Dag Hammarskjold . . .  sat impassive at his right, his chin 
propped on his hand.”
Examples of effective use of detail can, of course, be 
found in books as well as newspapers. Murray Morgan, a 
former reporter, told in T he Dam  about a visit of Army 
officers to Grand Coulee. He said:
The young men nodded, and the generals and colonels 
sucked in their cheeks and looked wise, and then they all 
got in the staff cars and bounced away over the 
rutted road.
Although the following passage from Edmund Gilligan’s 
Strangers in the Vly is not written in newspaper style, it 
illustrates how detail can be used to create a verbal picture:
A tall buck stood upon the green. Alert he stood, 
his forefoot curved over a scatter of wood violets. He 
held one ear to the west and the other to the east; and 
his staring eyes took on the hue of the morning star, 
which had now changed emerald; and his eyes, there­
fore, gave a greenish glow. He had wintered well.
His long sides had some fat left on them and he held 
his bare head bravely. This was the Tremper Buck, a 
hater of men and a killer of them when they tracked 
him to his yard in the snow; nevertheless, a haunter of 
their haunts. He was now bound for a breakfast of 
apple twigs. When he moved forward, his musk tainted 
the fragrance of flowers and forest. He lifted his fore­
foot again, snuffed with widened nostrils, and glided 
into a shadow beyond the green.
What reader could fail to see the Tremper Buck?
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Edward Abbey, in The Brave Cowboy, could have 
described a cowboy’s preparation of supper this way: “He 
got his cooking things and his food out of his saddlebag. 
They were the usual things for making a breakfast over 
a campfire. His horse stood nearby while he cooked the 
meal.”
Instead, Abbey said:
The man reached out toward the juniper and pulled 
a wrinkled, beaten old cavalry saddlebag close to his 
heel, unbuckled its one remaining strap and removed 
from the interior a black skillet, battered and ancient, 
then a cylindrical tin labeled Handyman Tube Patching 
Kit, a can of pork and beans, a punch-type can opener 
and a slab of salted mutton wrapped in a greasy back 
copy of the Duke City Journal.
The man wiped his nose once on his sleeve, sniffing 
a little, then unwrapped the mutton, opened his jack­
knife and sawed several strips of meat into the skillet, 
which he set directly on the fire. A dimple in the bottom 
of the skillet reversed its curvature with a sudden ping, 
like a plucked violin string, making one of the slices 
jump. He wiped the blade of the knife on his jeans, 
closed it and put it back in his pocket, while the meat 
sizzled and smoked in the skillet. He opened the can of 
beans and poured them over the meat; the gluey mess 
spread steaming around the mutton strips, spluttering 
against the hot metal.
Color Words
Color words usually refer to adjectives like “purple” or 
“leathery,” not to general terms like “vivid” or “fabulous.” 
Their use enables the reader to visualize more clearly a 
news event.
Frequently color words point out actual colors. For 
example, Frank Cormier of the AP’s Washington Bureau 
described mail-delivery rockets of the future by saying they 
would be “red, white and blue—just like the mailbox down 
on the corner.”
William Howard Russell, covering Bull Run, wrote: 
“Clouds of dust shifted and moved through the forest 
and through the wavering mists of blue smoke . . .  I could 
see the gleam of arms and the twinkling of bayonets.”
The Associated Press, in its booklet Writing for the AP, 
cites these examples:
Rex Beach’s description of the surf as the “wild white 
horses of the sea.”
The poet’s image, “fog crept over the city like a great, 
grey cat.”
A Revolutionary War battle scene, “rumbled down the 
line of red-coated infantry.”
Others:
Rich, ruddy, recalcitrant and just turned 68, ex- 
Teamsters president Dave Beck goes to prison tomorrow 
to start a five-year term which he says "won’t get me 
down, not by a helluva sight.”1
Gypsy Rose Lee is putting on her black dainties 
again— for musical comedy instead of burlesque.2 3*
The funereal tread of honor guards marching to the 
measured beat of muffled drums guided the way yester­
day through the still, green hills of Arlington National 
Cemetery to the final resting place of Sgt. Ernest K. 
Turner of Berwick.8
A yellow-hziteA kid with a mashed nose and scalloped 
lips dipped his finger in the holy-water font of St. 
Jerome’s Church, crossed himself with the fist that 
killed Frankie Jerome and went to his knees on the 
cold marble to pray. . . .*
Other examples of adjectives that gleam:
Frank Carey of the AP described satellites as a “swarm 
of pipsquea\ planets.”
Alvin Webb of UPI called the flight of America’s first 
astronaut a “jaunty takeoff into history.”
Roger Tatarian of UPI, telling about documents that 
Whittaker Chambers had hidden in a pumpkin on his farm, 
was the first to label them the “pumpkin papers.”
UPI said astronaut John Glenn came home to “laughing, 
crying, cheering, pushing acclaim from his country and his 
President.”
The AP, in its obituary of actor Charles Laughton,
referred to him as a “plump, admittedly homely screen vet-
•_»eran.
UPI, telling about the death of former Louisiana governor 
Earl K. Long, described him as the “madcap last of the red- 
hot papas.”
Forceful, Active Verbs
To capture and maintain reader interest, verbs must be 
not only forceful and active but also precise.
The late Meyer Berger of the New Yor\ Times was a 
master at using the right verb at the right time. In his fast- 
moving story about the Unruh killings in New Jersey in 
1949, Berger used verbs like these:
“The tear gas was taking effect and police bullets were 
thudding at the walls around him.”
“The druggist, still running, bounded off the roof and 
lay dead in Thirty-Second Street.”
‘Associated Press (Paul Wells, Seattle).
2lbid. (William Glover).
3Newhouse Newspapers’ Washington Bureau (Dick Sarge).
‘United News (Westbrook Pegler writing about boxer Bud Tay­
lor at the funeral of a fighter he accidentally killed in the ring).
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“The little boy’s head pitched  toward the wound, his hair, 
half cut, stained with red.”
“Men and women dodged  into open shops, the women 
shrill with panic, men hoarse with fear.”
Berger won a Pulitzer Prize for his readable account.5
Here are other examples of verbs that lured the reader as 
he progressed through a story:
The blast wooshed through the labyrinth of tunnels.
An icy wind whipped the coal dust through the air.
. . .  an expose that jolted the chief of police out of 
office.
Eight armed white men yanked the 24-year-old Negro 
from the hospital cot.
Valentine’s Day laced the Rochester area yesterday with 
a sweetheart of a snowstorm punctuated by thunder and 
lightning.
The nation’s capital heaped a conqueror’s honors today 
on a general who lost a battle.
A tired tropical storm eased gently into Texas . . . .
Forty elephants galumphed briskly into town in the 
chilly early hours yesterday.
The date snapped out and Ferdinand Pecora cracked 
a fist into his hand.
A youthful Pennsylvania parole violator twisted him­
self into the arms of FBI agents at the Miami Police Ath­
letic League auditorium yesterday.
Eleven Vassar girls curtsied today to an eight-man 
Sienna team, 14-6.
Astronaut Walter M. Schirra Jr. whirled around the 
world six times today. . . .
Attorney General Robert Kennedy, who occasionally 
moonlights as an auxiliary secretary of state. . . .
X 15 pilot Joe Walker shot a record 48 miles into space 
today and came back boasting: "I could take orbit with 
no strain at all.”
The Simile
Miss Emily Pruitt, the legendary eighth-grade English 
teacher of innumerable newsmen, would sparkle with pride 
if she could read their “compositions” now. Although her 
lecture on the simile may have been long and boring, it 
ultimately produced sentences like these:
8See John Hohenberg, T he Pulitzer Prize Story (New York: Co­
lumbia University Press, 1 9 5 9 ), pp. 118-128.
The British light cruiser Galatea, struck by three tor­
pedoes from an Axis submarine, flopped over like a 
stabbed turtle and went down within three minutes off 
Egypt s Mediterranean Coast in the inky darkness just 
after midnight today.®
Here at Gonen the boundary [with Syria] is halfway up 
a ridge of rocky hills. Living and working here is 
like cleaning the steps of the New York Public Library 
every day while a man with a grudge against you watches 
from  the upper floor of a Fifth Avenue building* 7
The rocket stood there, minute after minute, with 
fumes of liquid oxygen drifting from it like steam from  a 
sim m ering kettle.8
For the average man it probably would be a dreadful 
ordeal to have to recite grandiloquent, boastful remarks 
he made years before. But Adolph Eichmann, to the 
astonishment of the prosecution, read the excerpts without 
stammering, as calmly as though he had just found an 
item of moderate interest in the newspaper and was read­
ing it over the breakfast table to his wife.9
It [a ballistic missile fired from a silo] looked like a 
giant Roman candle shooting out of a tin can buried up­
right in the sand.10 *
Rhythm
Most newsmen probably would deny that they deliberately 
inject rhythm into their stories. Deliberate or not, prose 
such as this packs an extra punch because of its rhythmic 
quality:
Like something brought in from the graveyard, Mrs.
Jane Gibson, the pig woman, lay flat on an iron hospital 
bed between a doctor and a nurse in court today and 
croaked out how she had shuffled down DeRussey’s Lane 
one night more than four years ago "when the moon was 
bright and pretty” and ran smack into the middle of New 
Jersey’s most sensational murder, the Hall-Mills case.u
Little Nellie Morse, an innocent girlish horse, won the 
Preakness yesterday and the diamond stickpin, the Wood- 
lawn Vase, the $54,000 and the watery cheers of 30,000  
diving Venuses and Adonises who went swimming with 
all their clothes on. Fourteen other horses— all males—  
also Preaknessed around the swamp. They were seeing 
Nellie home.12
"Associated Press (Laurence E. Allen).
7New York Tim es.
Associated Press (Vern Haugland).
9New York Tim es (Homer Bigart).
“United Press International.
uNew York W orld (Dudley Nichols).
“Baltimore Sun (Raymond S. Tompkins).
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Against the gray October sky, the Four Horsemen rode 
again in legendary lore. Their names are Death, Pesti­
lence, Hunger and Fire. These are only aliases. Their 
real names are Stuhldreyer, Crowley, Miller and Layden.1*
The moon still shines on the moonshine stills in the 
hills of Pennsylvania.* 14 *
President Harding parked his dignity along with his 
plug hat in his private car today and went out into the 
ripening wheat fields of Kansas as a harvest hand to learn 
for himself some of the reasons for the widespread agri­
cultural discontent which he has heard so much of in 
Washington during the past two years.16
Actor Alan Ladd said he heard a noise, thought it 
might be a prowler, got a gun, started for his front door, 
then tripped over something.
The gun discharged by accident, he said, and that’s how 
he got shot in the chest last Thursday night.19
First-Hand Knowledge
With due respect to rewrite men, the reporter who actually 
witnesses an event can communicate more effectively what he 
sees, smells and feels.
18Grantland Rice.
14Associated Press.
“ International News Service (George R. Holmes).
“ Associated Press.
Paul Gallico, a sports writer who became a novelist, based 
many of his early feature stories on first-hand information. 
In 1922 he boxed a round with Jack Dempsey. He caught 
Dizzy Dean’s fast ball in a glove padded with sponge. And 
he played golf with Bobby Jones and tennis with Vinnie 
Richards.
Meyer Berger once sat for an hour on a ledge atop a sky­
scraper, trying to duplicate the thoughts of a woman who 
had jumped after sitting there for a similar period.
As UPI says: “To get the visceral feel of an event a 
reporter must be steeped in local color and stand close to the 
event itself.”17
SUM MARY
These six factors are some of the ingredients of descrip­
tive writing. There are others, such as the use of the 
metaphor, humor, alliteration, analogy, etc. No one would 
be so brash as to claim any particular combination of 
techniques, or the use of any one technique at any one 
time, would produce a prize-winning news story. Unlike 
mathematics, good writing arises, as T . S. Eliot said, out of 
the “agonizing ecstacy” of creation. But we can say certain 
factors are involved in such writing and, as Mark Twain 
put it, we can declare with confidence that the difference 
between the right word and the almost-right word is the 
difference between lightning and the lightning bug.
17UPI Reporter, May 4 , 1961.
1963 Directory of Montana Broadcasters
The fifth edition of the Directory of Montana Broadcasters 
may be ordered from the Bureau of Press and Broadcasting 
Research, School of Journalism, Montana State University.
Philip J. Hess, director of the Radio-Television Studios and 
assistant professor of journalism, compiled the material for 
the 48-page booklet.
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JUVENILE LAWBREAKERS:
SHOULD NEWSPAPERS IDENTIFY THEM?
B y J E R R Y  H O L L O R O N
Mr. Holloron, a junior in the MSU School of Journalism, became inter­
ested in a newspaper career at Corvallis (Mont.) High School, where he was 
a student editor and a correspondent for the high-school section of the Spo­
kane (Wash.) Spokesman-Review. Winner of a freshman scholarship from 
the Montana State Press Association and other scholarships from the Uni­
versity, he is now managing editor of the MSU student newspaper, the Montana 
Kaimin. H e has worked as a reporter for the Hamilton (Mont.) Daily Ravalli 
Republican.
Robert, 15, killed his mother. John and Ron, both 17, 
stole a car. Charles, a 14-year-old who never had been in 
trouble, and Calvin, 15, who had appeared in juvenile court 
three times, robbed a grocery store. Betty, 15, was raped. 
A policeman caught 13-year-old Bryson stealing apples.
Would publication of the names of these youngsters stim­
ulate or deter crime? Should the names of Charles and 
Bryson be printed alongside Calvin’s? Should the press 
identify all of these teen-agers or none? Or should each 
case be decided on its own merits, and, if so, by whom ?
As juvenile delinquency increases, so does the need for 
answers to these questions.
In 1961, the Montana Legislature, goaded to action by 
the Montana State Press Association, amended a 1947 law 
barring publicity about juvenile court actions involving chil­
dren proceeded against or found to be delinquent.
The new law was hailed generally by newsmen because 
it seemed to open the door—if only a crack— to access to 
juvenile court information.
Parts of sections 10-611 and 10-633 of the Revised Codes 
of Montana, with the 1961 additions in italic, follow:
(10-611) “The general public shall be excluded (from 
hearings in juvenile court) and only such persons admitted 
as have a direct interest in the case; provided, however, that 
whenever the hearing in the juvenile court is had on a writ­
ten petition charging the commission o f any felony, per­
sons having a legitimate interest in the proceedings, includ­
ing responsible representatives o f public information media, 
shall not be excluded from such hearings!1
(10-633) “Publicity forbidden. No publicity shall be given 
to the identity o f an arrested juvenile or to any matter or 
proceeding in the juvenile court involving children pro­
ceeded against as or found to be delinquent children, 
except where a hearing or proceeding is had in the juvenile 
court on a written petition charging the commission o f any 
felony.”
Under Montana law, a child (any person under 18) is 
subject to the jurisdiction of juvenile courts, except in the 
following circumstances:
A child over 16 charged with committing or attempting 
to commit (1 )  murder, (2 )  manslaughter, (3 ) first- or 
second-degree assault, (4 )  robbery, (5 ) first- or second-degree 
burglary while having in possession a deadly weapon, (6 ) 
first- or second-degree arson, (7 ) carrying a deadly weapon 
with the intention of assault and (8 ) forcible rape.
Children up to 16 years old are tried in juvenile court 
no matter what the offense; children between 16 and 18 are 
tried in juvenile court except when charged with one of the 
major felonies listed above. In cases involving these major 
felonies, a youngster is tried in district court, and, as in 
all cases in district court, identification is allowed.
It is apparent, however, that most cases involving juve­
niles will be heard in juvenile court. And, prior to the 1961 
amendment, all proceedings in juvenile court were secret.
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The 1961 amendment permits publication of identity if 
the juvenile is charged in a written petition with a felony— 
a crime punishable by death or imprisonment in the state 
penitentiary. The law applies to radio and television as well 
as newspapers.
Missoula attorney Russell E. Smith, in an explanation of 
the law for the State Press Association, pointed out, how­
ever, that the court may make an “informal adjustment” 
without a petition after a preliminary inquiry to determine 
whether the interests of the public or the child require 
further action.
Thus, even in felonies, the juvenile court may proceed 
informally.
“In those cases it would appear that the press may 
neither attend nor report the proceedings,” Smith said.
JU D G E EM M ET G LO RE
Judge Emmet Glore of Montana’s Fourth Judicial Dis­
trict agreed that a county attorney might not file a petition 
charging a felony. But, he added, the attorney would be 
subject to criticism if he didn’t.
In a bulletin to Press Association members in January, 
1962, Dorothy M. Johnson, secretary-manager of the Associ­
ation, reported an interview with Judge Glore on other 
aspects of the law. Miss Johnson asked this question:
If a newspaper reports a crime by a named juvenile 
before a written petition is filed in juvenile court, what 
penalty is the newspaper likely to suffer?
The question is a good one. By the time a petition were 
filed, the story would have lost much of its news value.
The judge, a former St. Louis newsman, said the editor 
could be charged with contempt of court and the defense 
attorney might claim his client was denied due process of 
law. If the latter charge were proved, the petition would 
be dismissed, causing the court and the newspaper embar­
rassment.
Judge Glore was more specific in a later interview. He 
again cited contempt of court— “if the court is going to 
do anything about it and probably it won’t”— and added 
that a charge of libel per se could be made.
JU V E N IL E  T R A FFIC  V IO LA TO R S
In the August, 1961, issue of Montana Fourth Estate, an 
article about the new law said newspapers could publish 
names of juveniles who violate traffic laws.
“They do it and nobody pays much attention to it,” Judge 
Glore said. But he stressed that traffic offenses must be 
tried in a closed court.
Judge Glore’s remark that “nobody pays much attention 
to it” can be disputed. Judge E. Gardner Brownlee, also 
of the Fourth Judicial District, has been feuding with the
Hamilton, (M ont.) Daily Ravalli Republican and the Hamil­
ton Western News over their practice of printing names of 
juvenile traffic offenders.
According to Smith’s report, “If the press learns prior 
to the arrest that a juvenile has done a particular act there 
seems to be no express prohibition against publicity, and it 
might be questioned if constitutionally there could be.”
In other words, if a newspaper learns a 15-year-old has 
killed his brother but charges will not be filed until the 
next day, the paper could name the youth apparently with­
out breaking the law.
Application of the law in traffic cases is just one area 
of dissatisfaction. It appears that the Press Association, in 
its hurry to change the existing statute, accepted one that 
offers as many, if not more, problems.
The Association did not lobby directly for the 1961 bill, 
but apparently supported it on the assumption any change 
would be an improvement.
Much of the push for enactment of the legislation came 
from Lester H. Loble, district judge in Helena and a lead­
ing advocate of publication of juvenile offenders’ names 
in certain cases.
In a letter to Miss Johnson immediately after the 1961 
Legislative Assembly had adjourned, Judge Loble said:
“Thanks to the Montana Press for the help given me 
in achieving legislation on the publicity of juvenile court 
trials . . . .  It was amended in the House but it is entirely 
workable. I sent the bill to J. Edgar Hoover before the 
Legislature met and he wrote me that it hits at the heart 
of the problem.”
N EW SM EN  LESS E N TH U SIA ST IC
The state’s daily newspapermen are less enthusiastic about 
the law, according to the Montana Fourth Estate article.
Terry Dwyer, courthouse reporter for the Great Falls 
Tribune and Leader, said:
The new juvenile law in many respects is no improve­
ment over the old law and in some cases is worse.
Where the old law provided only that we could not 
report results of juvenile court proceedings there was 
not, although some judges thought it was implied, a re­
striction on using stories about juveniles when they 
actually were arrested in connection with some serious 
crime.
While the new law provides that the press may 
attend juvenile court proceedings in some cases of 
juveniles charged with a felony, the juvenile records 
are still secret and the press has difficulty finding out 
when a juvenile is charged with a felony. Such charges 
are not public record.
As in other juvenile cases here, the doors of the 
courtroom are locked before the case begins and a re­
porter must be there beforehand or he is unable to 
attend the hearings.
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I have found it more difficult to get advance in­
formation about serious juvenile cases.
With the discretion in filing such cases left to the 
officials, many serious cases may go unnoticed and 
officials handle the cases without formal action.
These criticisms were echoed by others unhappy with the
new law. Some newsmen, however, supported the change.
“We feel it is better because it is clearer,” Joe F. Caraher, 
publisher of the Kalispell Daily Inter L ake, said.
E. A. Coyle, executive editor of the Missoula Missoulian 
and Sentinel, said, “I do believe that the majority of persons 
in authority feels that the new law is a good thing, that in the 
long run it will work to the benefit of the young people, 
and that the procedure established should be followed.”
In correspondence with Miss Johnson, Judge Glore said 
he disapproved of the omission of rape and perversion from 
the list of crimes serious enough to get a child over 16 prose­
cuted in open court.
This objection was met partially early in 1963 when Gov. 
Tim Babcock signed a bill to enlarge the list of crimes for 
which 16- and 17-year-olds can be prosecuted as adults. 
Under House Bill 38, first- and second-degree arson, second- 
degree assault and forcible rape were added to the list.
O TH ER  CRITICISM S
But other criticisms of the law are not resolved so easily. 
The big question is whether publicity in juvenile cases 
will help or hinder the control of juvenile delinquency.
Juvenile courts have been attacked for dispensing with 
essential procedural steps and safeguards, such as warrants 
for arrest, arraignment and trial by jury, and on the grounds 
that provisions for secrecy constitute a restraint on the 
people’s right to know and the defendant’s right to a public 
trial.
However, in the spring, 1962, edition of the Montana 
Law Review, Gilbert Geis, associate professor of sociology 
at Los Angeles State College, said:
“What seems true of the juvenile court, then, in relation 
to constitutional provisions, is that the rote citation of these 
rights will not carry weight with an appellate court unless 
it can be soundly demonstrated on corollary grounds that 
the elimination of any particular right offends a sense of 
justice and works to the detriment of the juvenile.”
CO U RTS LESS FORM AL
Juvenile courts and closed sessions were originated to 
eliminate the strict formality often found in regular courts.
Harold E. Cross, in the book T he People’s Right to Know, 
said:
“The substantially universal legislative policy is to deny 
the rights of public or press inspection and indeed any inspec­
tion £of juvenile court records] except by the parties, their 
counsel, representatives of social welfare agencies and per­
sons allowed inspection by judicial discretion. Practically 
the only difference between the statutes lies in the degree 
of severity in the matter of inspection and otherwise. Fre­
quently the most severe statute is the most recent one. 
Usually amendments outreach the laws they replace.” 
Montana’s 1961 amendment goes against this trend by 
allowing, at least theoretically, more open records in juvenile 
court. And Geis says the law goes against other trends also: 
“This statute, directly altering the previous approach in 
the state, varies in degree and kind from the laws of most 
juvenile courts both in the United States and throughout the 
world. It also stands in sharp contrast to the procedures 
recommended by standard-setting committees composed of 
judges and other individuals concerned with the most effect­
ive approach to the problem of juvenile delinquency.”
As already indicated, some newspapermen are unhappy 
with the law. But Miss Johnson says she knows of “no 
discussion for a change” among members of the Press 
Association.
Miles Romney, editor-publisher of the Hamilton Western 
News, said in reference to a case in which an adult and a 
juvenile were caught stealing a load of hay:
“I submit that it is not fair to publish the name of 
the adult and refrain from publishing the name of the 
juvenile. I believe a little publicity in such matters would 
do more good than harm . . . .  It is to be hoped that the 
Legislature will cure this situation when it meets next time.” 
Of 44 Montana editors participating in a survey by Mon­
tana State University journalism students in 1960, 95 per 
cent disagreed with the law that prohibited publication of 
juvenile court proceedings.1
But only five of the 42 editors who disagreed with the 
law recommended publishing the names of only those juve­
niles guilty of felonies. And this, of course, is the change that 
was made.
TW O  JU D G ES D ISLIK E LAW
At least two Montana district judges—Judge Glore and 
the late Judge W . M. Black— have expressed disapproval of 
the present law. Both suggested making publication of names 
possible in more cases.
T h e  I960  M ontana Journalism  Review  contains these summaries 
of the survey: Joseph Zahler, "The Background of the Montana 
Juvenile Secrecy Law,” p. 27; Jack C. Gilluly, "How News­
paper Editors View the Juvenile Secrecy Law,” pp. 28-29; Ruth 
James, "How Those Working with the Law View the Youth 
Secrecy Code,” pp. 30-31; Martha Katsuta, “How Clergymen 
View Newspaper Publicity and Juvenile Delinquency,” pp. 31-32, 
and Gaylord T. Guenin, “How High School Students View Juve­
nile Names in Crime News,” p. 32.
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“I hope you will work to get juvenile laws changed,” 
Judge Black told a meeting in Conrad, Mont. “We cannot 
blame our officials— it is the law of the state.”
In the 1960 survey, eight of 17 judges responding asked 
for a change in the then completely secret juvenile court 
proceedings.
The biggest call for change in the old law came from 
law enforcement officers, who voted 16 to 2 for change 
or revision. But only four of 14 county attorneys answering 
the survey wanted the law changed.
It is likely that many of those concerned (judges, law 
enforcement officers, newspapermen) are dissatisfied with 
the present law. But their solutions differ greatly.
Geis, for instance, advocates—at least by implication— 
complete freedom from publicity. He answers proponents of 
publicity as follows:
ST A T E M E N T : Publicity serves as social protection by 
telling, for example, the community who the rapist is.
G EIS: “Most important, actually, is the fact that the 
best protection to the community is not the immediate identi­
fication of the juvenile malefactor so that he can be shunned, 
but the reform of the offender so that he can be trusted.”
ST A T E M E N T : Secrecy gives all teen-agers a bad name 
by protecting the few juvenile delinquents.
G EIS: “Teen-agers will continue to reap the general atti­
tudes and opinions in the society about them whether or not 
particular delinquents are singled out for newspaper identi­
fication.”
Publicity, he argues, is a form of social recognition. 
PU BLIC PO LLED
Few persons directly concerned with the problem argue 
that juvenile offenders’ names should be published in all 
cases. But in a survey cited by Geis, two out of three persons 
from the public at large said newspapers should print the 
names of all children under 18 who run afoul of the law.
Most opinions lie between these extremes. An article in 
the Dec. 10, 1956, Tim e , noting the disagreement over pub­
lication of juvenile court proceedings, said, “By long tradi­
tion or in many states by law, the great majority of U.S. 
newspapers never name juvenile delinquents.”
Miss Johnson expressed a similar view about Montana 
newspapermen.
“None of the publishers is looking for sensationalism,” 
she said.
Judge Loble, in an article for the FB I Law Enforcement 
Bulletin, made the following observations:
The newspapers say a juvenile has been arrested for a 
morals crime. The name is not given. Every youngster 
in town is under suspicion and the subject of gossip and 
speculation. It isn’t fair. If that is good for the juvenile 
why not try it for the adult?
The juvenile courts are meeting their responsibility as 
best they can, but the public conception of the juvenile 
courts is at an all-time low— because of secrecy. The 
judge is handcuffed.
Two things stop people from committing crimes: fear 
of punishment and fear of publicity. In juvenile courts 
of secrecy, we have removed the most important deter­
rent— fear of publicity.
The person— either an adult or minor— who enjoys 
seeing his name in the paper as a criminal is a potential 
"Starkweather.” The sooner he is put away, the better 
for him and the public.
But trouble arises when someone tries to say which cases 
should receive publicity. Who should decide? Most sug­
gestions leave the decision to judges or editors.
More than 43 per cent of the editors answering the poll 
by journalism students said editors should be allowed to 
decide whether names should be published.
One of the advocates of such a policy— Miles Romney— 
said, “It would be the rare editor— if any— who would 
invade the privacies such as publication of names of victims 
of rape, incest, etc.”
The National Council of Juvenile Court Judges advocates 
leaving decisions of publication to editors on the basis of 
“voluntary co-operative understanding with the courts.”
D IF F E R E N T  V IE W  EX PR ESSED
Other judges and editors would leave such decisions to the 
court.
“I feel that the revelation of the name should be in any 
circumstance within the sound discretion of the court,” Judge 
Glore said.
The sole purpose of the judiciary is to exercise discretion, 
Judge Glore said, and the judge is directly answerable to 
the people through elections at regular intervals.
Such an approach was embodied in a bill introduced 
in the 1959 Montana Legislature by Ray Loman, editor of 
the Ronan Pioneer and at that time a representative from 
Lake County. The bill was defeated.
Loman was quoted in the Montana Fourth Estate of Octo­
ber, 1960, as follows:
There has been some objection both by judges and 
newspapers to that provision that the judge have the de­
termination of publicity, but the important part of that 
is that no person knows the facts of the case as well as the 
judge does. After all, we allow him to say whether this 
juvenile offender will go to Miles City or not or go on 
probation. So we presume that he does know the facts 
of the case.
Now there are objections to that. Judge Loble ob­
jects to it. He said the pressures involved are tremendous.
I can’t quite understand how the pressures involved there 
would be any greater than when time comes to send 
the child to Miles City or the Helena Vocational School.
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SIM ILAR SUG GESTION
A suggestion similar to Loman’s is contained in the 1959 
revision of the Standard Juvenile Court Act prepared by the 
National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
Geis says, however, that in states that allow judges this 
discretion, “a great number of judges, probably a majority, 
abdicates responsibility on this point and leaves to the judg­
ment of the newspapers that question of whether or not they 
will print material from the juvenile court and the form in 
which they will use such material.”
Unfortunately, judges themselves disagree about publica­
tion of juvenile offenders’ names. Judge Brownlee, for 
instance, probably would withhold names in all cases, while 
Judge Glore has said, “I ’m all for ‘publicity’—so long as it 
is dignified reporting.” Both are judges in the same judicial 
district; publication of names would hinge more on which 
judge heard the case than on the specific circumstances 
involved.
Withholding the names of ail young offenders does not 
solve the problem. No valid reason exists why a 15-year-old 
cited in juvenile court six or seven times should not be identi­
fied in the local newspaper. Obviously, attempts at rehabili­
tation have failed.
Clearly, there is no one “right” answer. But these changes 
in Montana’s law would seem in order:
1. Change the legal definition of a juvenile to a person 
under 17 rather than under 18. (An attempt failed several 
years ago to lower the age to 16.)
2. When a youth under 17 commits or attempts to commit 
one of the so-called major felonies, let the judge decide 
if the offender’s name should be published.
3. Permit publication of all traffic violations, regardless 
of the age of the person concerned. As noted in the Hardin 
Tribune-Herald, “Traffic violations do not ‘mark a child for 
life’ and the dread of embarrassment is a particularly strong 
thing with teen-agers. Rarely indeed would this type of 
publicity be really harmful.”
But most important is the retention of an open mind on 
the whole question of publication. If it is shown that the law 
is not deterring juvenile delinquency, the law should be 
changed. The right to information in this instance is secon­
dary to the rehabilitation of delinquent youngsters.
Magazine Sales in Montana
A study of magazine circulations in Montana shows that 
the National Geographic exceeds Tim e in per-issue sales, 
Wor\bas\et (a “handcraft” publication) tops Cosmopolitan 
in number of purchases, and Photoplay has 1,183 more 
buyers than TV Guide.
The Standard Rate & Data Service, Inc.,1 lists the com­
bined subscription and single-copy purchase figures for those 
magazines in Montana as follows:
National Geographic (12,887); Tim e (12,346).
Wor\bas\et (8,155); Cosmopolitan (5,876).
Photoplay (6,480); TV Guide (5,297).
A comparison of sales shows that Montanans buy more 
movie and romance magazines than the so-called quality 
publications. Here are the statistics for those three cate­
gories:
MOVIE MAGAZINES
P h o toplay______________________________________ 6,480
Motion P ictu re---------------------------------------------------4,391
Modern S c re e n _____________    4,118
Screen S to ries___________________________________1,350
Silver S creen ____________________________________ 1,197
Standard Rate & Data Service, Inc., Consumer Magazine and 
Farm Publication Rates and Data, March 27, 1963, pp. 28-33. 
Magazines discussed in this article are members of the Audit 
Bureau of Circulations. All figures refer to per-issue sales.
ROMANCE MAGAZINES
True Confessions________________________________ 5,782
M odern R om ances_______________________________4,244
True R om ance__________________________________ 2,473
True L o v e______________________________________ 1,241
Personal R om ances___________________________  1,230
QUALITY MAGAZINES
Harper’s M agazine______________________________ 1,473
A tla n tic_________________________________________1,037
Saturday R eview ______________________________ 807
New Y o rk e r_____________________________________ 771
R ep o rte r_________________________________________ 523
Moreover, three detective magazines have these circula­
tions in the state: Official Detective Stories (2,743); True 
Detective (1,969), and Master Detective (1,128).
In the news-magazine category, Time leads in Montana 
with 12,346, followed by Newswee\ with 10,534. U. S. 
News & World Report has 8,150 buyers.
The Reader's Digest tops all general interest magazines in 
the state:
Reader’s D igest_______________________________  66,474
Saturday Evening P o st________________________ 52,950
Family C irc le _________________________________ 34,310
R ed b o o k _____________________________________  24,328
C osm opolitan___________________________________5,876
P ageant_________________________________________2,664
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TESTING AUDIENCE REACTIONS: 
A SUMMARY AND 
COMPARISON OF METHODS
By PHILIP J. HESS
Professor Hess, director of the Radio-Television Studios at MSU, holds B.A. 
and M.A. degrees from the State University of Iowa. H e has taught at the 
State University of South Dakota, where he was production director of the 
University’s educational television station. Professor Hess has worked as a 
producer-director at commercial television stations in Cedar Rapids, la., and 
Portland, Ore., and as a broadcaster for educational radio stations in Chicago 
and Iowa City, la.
The systematic study of audiences has reached a point 
where one researcher, Paul F . Lazarsfeld, can claim justi­
fiably that “it would be safe to say there is now hardly an 
area of social behavior for which we have more copious 
and more exact information.”1
Information on audience reactions, however, is some­
what less than copious and exact. This article summarizes 
the principal methods of audience-reaction research, then 
discusses an experimental study by the author of two 
measures of viewer response to a motion picture.
Terminology and Methods
Prof. Norman C. Meier of the State University of Iowa 
has arranged the methods of audience-reaction research into 
three broad categories: The individual-subjective, the mass- 
objective, and the individual-objective.2 “Individual” 
refers to methods that utilize the unit response; the inform­
ation received represents the response of an individual. The 
term “mass” refers to methods that combine responses of 
several persons to present a composite or group reaction.
1Wayne Dennis, ed., Current Trends in Social Psychology (Pitts­
burgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1 9 4 9 ), p. 233.
2Harold Lee Hayes, "A Method for a Study of Audience Responses 
in the Theatre” (unpublished masters thesis, State University of 
Iowa, Iowa City, 1 9 4 9 ), passim.
This article will refer to a fourth category, mass-sub­
jective, and will use the following definitions:
Subjective reaction— a conscious recognition and deter­
mination of the response by the respondent.
Objective reaction— a response that exists without the 
respondent being conscious of it.
Individual-Subjective Methods
The following methods have been used frequently by 
researchers:
SPO N TA N EO U S M AIL R E TU R N
Letters written voluntarily by members of an audience 
provide one means of judging responses. Such letters, of 
course, would not be truly representative of the entire au­
dience; therefore, the researcher must b  ̂ wary of making 
generalizations based on information collected in this man­
ner.
Persons who write letters probably are those audience 
members who have strong feelings about the performance 
they have seen. Their opinions most likely would not repre­
sent the middle or neutral viewpoint.
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Skillful interviewers, using carefully designed question­
naires, can obtain many useful comments and indications 
of audience response. When elicited after a performance, 
however, such responses tend to be general opinions. Ex­
cept for trained observers, most audience members are un­
able to remember or verbalize their reactions to specific por­
tions of a performance, such as a play, speech or television 
program.3
Obviously, a continuous reaction profile of an audience 
as the performance progresses would be more useful as a 
measurement technique.
PUSH  B U T T O N
Members of audiences may be asked to push a button, 
turn a dial or move a lever to indicate a response. Col­
lectively, these can be called the push-button method.
One device, the I.F .R .P . Film Analyzer, uses five piano­
like keys depressed by the respondent to indicate different 
degrees of response, recorded in the form of a linear graph 
on a roll of paper in a polygraph recorder. The Film An­
alyzer, developed by the Instructional Film Research Pro­
gram at Pennsylvania State College (now Pennsylvania 
State University), also shows how long each key is de­
pressed.4
Another device, the Stanton-Lazarsfeld Program Analyzer, 
utilizes two small buttons held by the spectator, one in 
each hand. One is green for approval, the other red for 
disapproval. A depressed button activates a wet-ink pen 
in a recording unit, giving a continuous graph of each 
observer’s reactions.6
C H A R TIN G
In this method, individuals, each given a chart and a 
pencil, record their responses for specific periods while 
watching a performance. A line drawn on the chart, 
corresponding to each interval, represents a continuum 
between like and dislike, interest and disinterest or what­
ever criteria are chosen.
The respondent indicates his response with a mark on 
either side of a mid-line.
Two researchers who compared this method with the 
push-button response found that there appears to be little 
difference between profiles if subjects using the button push 
it to indicate interest and release it to show disinterest.6
®Samuel L. Becker, "Reaction Profiles: A Study of Methodology” 
(unpublished paper, Division of Television-Radio-Film, State Un­
iversity of Iowa, Iowa City, n .d .), pp. 1-2.
‘Loran C. Twyford Jr., "A Comparison of Methods for Measuring 
Profiles of Learning from Instructional Films” (unpublished 
doctoral dissertation, Pennsylvania State College, University Park, 
1951), pp. 39ff.
“"Yardstick of Criticism,” Business W eek (Oct. 9 , 1 9 4 3 ), p. 78.
a u d ien c e  q u es t io n n a ir e  a n d  in t e r v ie w
Most of the devices used with the mass-subjective method 
of audience-reaction research have been identical with or 
similar to one of the following:
T H E  H ORN -H OPKIN S PROGRAM  BA RO M ETER
This device comprises up to 40 individually controlled 
rheostats connected in series. Each member of the audience 
controls one rheostat by turning a knob to indicate any 
position along a continuum. The system’s output current, 
measured by an ammeter, is controlled by the total re­
sistance offered in the line as represented by settings on all 
rheostats in use. Any deflection of the ammeter represents 
a combined response of all subjects provided with rheostats.7
T H E  W ISCON SIN  A U D IEN CE ANALYZER
Properly termed “The Wisconsin Sequential Sampling 
Audience Analyzer,” this device has several features that 
distinguish it from others.8 Its response equipment com­
prises 24 small boxes (one for each member of the audience) 
mounted on the arms of the subjects’ chairs. A three-posi­
tion, spring-loaded, double-pole lever switch is affixed to 
the top of the box. The respondent moves the lever back 
and forth to indicate a position along any measurement 
scale.
The Analyzer can measure listener reaction on a two- 
or three-point scale. Although the audience members indi­
cate responses continuously, the Analyzer takes a sample 
of each subject’s response at regular intervals without his 
knowledge. The device can provide a record of individual 
response and of total group response.
Mass-Subjective Methods
Individual-Objective Methods
An objective response has been defined as one that 
exists independently of any conscious recognition of it by 
the subject. Measurement of an objective emotional re­
sponse to a stimulus generally is based on a physiological 
concomitant of emotional experience, such as respiration 
rate, blood pressure, pulse rate, sweat-gland activity, or 
electrodermal response.
6Samuel L. Becker and Glenn Joseph Wolfe, "A Comparison of 
Children and Adult Reaction to Children’s Television Programs” 
(unpublished paper, Division of Television-Radio-Film, State 
University of Iowa, Iowa City, January, 1 9 5 9 ), p. 59.
7"Gallup Gadget,” Business W eek (Feb. 3, 1 9 4 5 ), p. 80.
8Herman H. Biockhaus and John V. Irwin, "The Wisconsin Se­
quential Sampling Audience Analyzer,” Speech Monographs, 
X X V  (1 9 5 8 ) ,  pp. 1-13.
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In this process the subject presses his finger or palm 
onto chemically treated paper, following a certain stimulus. 
The density of the print indicates the amount of sweat 
produced, which, in turn, reflects physiological conditions. 
One researcher, Roy Gladstone, showed that the average 
Palmar sweat of a group (measured individually) increases 
when the average mental stress or emotional level of the 
group rises.9 He says that “Palmar sweat as a partial func­
tion of emotion is adequately supported by the literature.”10 
The research by Gladstone, and more recendy by Eugene 
Brutten,11 is basic to any other study in the field because 
of their development of new measurement techniques and 
their findings on the nature of the phenomenon.
PALMAR PERSPIRATION INDEX
ELEC T R O D ER M A L RESPO N SE
The electrodermal response, used in both the Individual- 
and Mass-Objective Methods, is a measure of the electri­
cal variation of the human skin. It is thought to have 
certain psychological correlates, such as emotion and inter­
est.12
9Roy Gladstone, "A Group Test of Palmar Sweat,” Journal of 
General Psychology, XLVIII (1 9 5 3 ) ,  pp. 29-49.
10---------------------- , "An Investigation of Certain Variables Affect­
ing the Results of a Group Test of Palmar Sweating” (unpublished 
paper, The Research Foundation, Oklahoma A & M, Stillwater, 
March 1, 1 9 5 4 ), p. 3.
“ Eugene J. Brutten, "Colorimetric Measurement of Anxiety: A 
Clinical and Experimental Procedure,” Speech Monographs, X X V I  
(1 9 5 9 ) , pp. 282-287.
iaThe study of what now is termed electrodermal response probably 
began in 1786 when Bertholon published a two-volume treatise 
on L’ electricite du Humain Corps. Some research took place in 
the following century, but its significance to psychological studies 
was not realized until another Frenchman, Fere, in a communi­
cation to the Societe de Biologie in 1887, reported on the elec­
trical variation of the human body in response to a mental stim­
ulus. Fere measured exosomatic current in relation to the 
body— that is, the resistance of the skin to an outside source of 
electrical current. This now is called the "Fere effect.”
At about the same time, Tarchanoff, a Russian physiologist, 
discovered that electrical potential from the body also was in­
creased in the presence of mental stimuli without the introduction 
of an outside electromotive source. The current was named 
"endosomatic” and the effect often is called the "Tarchanoff 
phenomenon.”
As noted, Fere and Tarchanoff discovered independently that 
an electrical current, or a change of potential, could be observed 
by connecting a delicate galvanometer to two points of the skin, 
then subjecting the person under observation to stimuli that 
influenced the state of feeling.
Several theories have been advanced to explain these phe­
nomena. One holds that nervous impulses responsible for sweat 
secretion create concomitantly in the sweat-gland membranes a 
condition of increased permeability to current passing through 
the galvanometer circuit. In support of this theory, one re­
searcher, C. W . Darrow, has shown that the neural factor that 
causes increased sweating also causes decreased skin resistance 
(and, therefore, a greater electrical current passing through the 
measuring instrument).
A second theory maintains that the action of the sweat glands 
parallels the changes in the electrodermal response. Graydon L. 
Freeman reported that this theory had been disproved along with 
other earlier notions that associated the galvanic skin response
Several methods of obtaining objective continuous re­
action profiles have been devised, including a device popu­
larly called the “wiggle meter,” which measures an audi­
ence’s physical activity.13 The interest in the stimulus is 
inferred from this measure.
Mass-Objective Methods
SK IN  V A R IA TIO N S
In administering the electrodermal response test to an 
audience, rather than an individual, the recorded reaction 
represents the combined response of all persons in the 
group.
After repeated tests of audiences given radio and tele­
vision programs as stimuli, researchers at the University of 
Oklahoma were certain that electrodermal responses were 
measures of audience reactions to the programs.14 Con­
sequently, they believed the technique could be utilized in 
studies of radio and television commercials. They subse­
quently made to advertising agencies certain recommenda­
tions based on the responses of test audiences to com­
mercials.15
The Oklahoma research eventually was discontinued be­
cause, according to the University’s coordinator of broad­
casting instruction, “the instrument certainly was showing 
us something— but I couldn’t be sure what. Also, there 
were many erratic and inconsistent results that I couldn’t
with some vasomotor (that is, nerves controlling the tension of 
the blood vessels) determinant.
A third theory states that, as a result of increased sweating, 
which in itself increases the conductivity of the skin, the resistance 
of the skin is lowered. Starke R. Hathaway says, however, that 
this electrical change in the skin is not exactly correlated with 
the sweat secretion. Shifts have been found to occur, in addition 
to the perspiratory change, in the permeability of the walls of 
the sweat-gland ducts and in the walls of the cells of some of the 
surrounding tissues.
The first theory seems to be regarded as the most tenable.
See C. Landis and H. N. DeWick, "The Electrical Phenomena 
of the Skin (Psychogalvanic R eflex),” Psychology Bulletin, XXVI 
(1 9 2 9 ) ,  pp. 6 5ff; David Wechsler, "The Measurement of Emo­
tional Reactions,” Archives of Psychology, L X X V I (1 9 2 5 ) ,  p. 21; 
Christian A. Ruckmick, T he Psychology of Feeling and Emotion 
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1 9 3 6 ), pp. 348f; Graydon L. Free­
man, Physiological Psychology (New York: Van Nostrand Co., 
1 9 4 8 ), p. 118; C. W . Darrow, "The Equation of the Galvanic 
Skin Reflex Curve: I. The Dynamics of Reaction in Relation 
to Excitation Background,” Journal of General Psychology, XVI 
(1 9 3 8 ) ,  pp. 285-309; Starke R. Hathaway, Physiological Psychol­
ogy (New York: Appleton-Century Co., 1 9 4 2 ) , p. 236, and C. P. 
Richter, B. G. Woodruff, and V. C. Eaton, "Hand and Foot 
Patterns of Low Electrical Skin Resistance,’ Journal of Neuro­
physiology, VI (1 9 4 3 ) ,  pp. 417-424.
13Elwood A. Kretzinger, "An Experimental Study of Gross Bodily 
Movement As an Index to Audience Interest,” Speech Mono­
graphs, X IX  (1 9 5 2 ) ,  pp. 244-248.
uAnon., "Show Doctoring with the PGR” (unpublished paper, 
University of Oklahoma, Norman, n .d .), p. 4.
15Anon., "O. U. PGR Studies” (unpublished paper. University of 
Oklahoma, Norman, n.d.)
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explain, and I felt that a whole new approach was needed 
before we would have data that would be defensible to 
the industry.”16
The Leo Burnett Advertising Agency, however, recendy 
began using the electrodermal response to pretest audience 
reactions to television commercials.17
Comparison of Methods
Although studies of audience reaction have utilized a 
variety of techniques, few experimental comparisons of the 
methods have been made. It is difficult to generalize from 
the many extant audience-response studies because the re- 
1 lationships among the measurements are not known.
Consequendy, the author undertook a study to provide 
some indication of the relationship between two methods— 
the push button and the electrodermal response.18
Methodology
The purpose of the study was to determine if a rela­
tionship exists between an unconscious indication of emo­
tional response to a motion picture and a conscious indi­
cation of interest in it.
To measure the unconscious response, the electrical 
i activity of the Palmar skin area was recorded by the exo- 
somatic (Fere effect) method. Electrodes were attached to 
the first and third fingertips of the subject’s left hand. A 
simple ohmmeter circuit was used to measure resistance.
' The conscious response was obtained when the subject 
f turned a knob through a 90-degree arc. The left end of the 
j arc registered low interest, the right end high interest. The 
■ center registered a neutral reaction.
Records of both types of response were obtained with a 
wet-pen device.
The 23-minute film T he Last Leaf, which contained sev­
eral points or periods of varying interest, was used as the 
stimulus.
The experimenter believed that women would be most 
responsive to the film plot, so only female subjects were 
tested. Because of equipment limitations, the film was 
J shown individually to 32 upper-division coeds.
Before the film was shown, the subject, with measuring 
devices attached, sat in a darkened room to permit the
"Letter to the author from Sherman P. Lawton, coordinator of 
broadcasting instruction, University of Oklahoma, May 25, I960.
17"Lie Detector for Viewers,” Television A ge (Oct. 1, 1 9 6 2 ), p. 7. 
• 18Philip J. Hess, "An Experimental Study of the Relationship Be­
tween a Conscious and an Unconscious Measure of Audience 
Response to a Motion Picture Film” (unpublished master’s thesis, 
\ State University of Iowa, Iowa City, August, I 9 6 0 ) .
electrodermal response to settle down to a steady reading.
Correlation methods were employed after the experiment 
to determine the association between the two measures of 
reaction. The reliability of each measure also was estimated.
Results and Conclusions
The following conclusions appear warranted for univer­
sity women:
1. Because the reliability of both responses by an indi­
vidual was so low, it would appear that nothing can be 
concluded about one person’s reaction to a film from either 
measurement.
2. The reliability of responses for a group, however, 
would appear to justify inferences about mass reaction. For 
32 subjects, average reliability coefficients of .739 and .860 
were obtained for the electrodermal and the manual re­
sponse, respectively.
3. Some evidence exists that the manual-response method 
is more reliable than the electrodermal method for indicat­
ing audience interest. This hypothesis, however, requires 
further testing.
4. Because of the low reliability of the individual re­
sponses, the prediction of a manual response from an 
electrodermal response (and vice versa) cannot be made 
for individuals. For the group of 32, however, a significant 
association of .513 was obtained for responses after the first 
1 Zz minutes of the film. This would indicate that about 26.3 
per cent of the variance of the reaction measures is attrib­
utable to a common factor. A significant association of .662 
between the responses of this group was obtained by a compu­
tation of the correlations between the responses after the 
first 3 minutes, 15 seconds of the film. This would indicate 
that after the electrodermal response had a longer time 
to settle down after the initial stimulus of merely seeing 
a film, approximately 43.8 per cent of the variance of the 
measures is attributable to a common factor.
5. The author tested and rejected a hypothesis of the 
linearity of the relationship between the electrodermal re­
sponse and the manual response. Because of this test and 
an examination of the scatter diagram of the relationship, it 
seems safe to conclude that film segments that elicit the high­
est interest responses by the manual method also will elicit 
the highest responses by the electrodermal method.
It was learned, however, that the points that obviate the 
linear relationship were those near the beginning of the 
film.
In short, further study of the electrodermal response is 
warranted before attempts are made to formulate meaning­
ful decisions, based solely on electrodermal-response meas­
urements, about a motion picture.
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MONTANA’S PIONEER RADIO STATIONS: 
A HOBBY BECOMES AN INDUSTRY
B y  R O N A L D  P. R I C H A R D S
Radiotelephone broadcasting sputtered to life in Montana in 1919, initiated 
by men who tinkered with crude transmitters as a hobby. In this summary 
of his master’s thesis, Mr. Richards, a member of the School of Journalism fac­
ulty, traces the development of radio during its formative years in the state. 
Mr. Richards, a graduate of the School of Journalism, has worked as a news­
caster and radio-television announcer for 11 years. H e has been director of 
news and public affairs for KFBB Radio and Television, Great Falls, Mont.; 
news director of KGVO  Radio and KMSO Television, Missoula, Mont., and 
news editor of KREM-AM-FM-TV, Spokane, Wash. H e expects to receive 
his M.A. degree this year from Montana State University.
In the earliest days of broadcasting in Montana several 
low-power radiotelephone transmitters were operated as 
hobbies by men acquainted with the fundamentals of elec­
tricity and eager to experiment with wireless transmission.1
Because most of these transmitters were not licensed 
through the Department of Commerce, few official records 
are available. When the operator complied with the law and 
secured a license, the fact was noted by the Department of 
Commerce; however, some of the licenses subsequently 
were surrendered. The Federal Communications Commis­
sion— successor to the licensing agency in the Commerce 
Department— does not have a list of operators who gave up 
their licenses.2
One of the first radiotelephone broadcasters in the state 
was a young man from Chicago, Ashley Clayton Dixon. 
Reasonably well-to-do, he arrived in Montana during the
before the vacuum tube was perfected for radio, operators used 
telephone transmitters, resulting in the term "radiotelephone.” 
Radiotelephone broadcasting had its origins in the experiments of 
Dr. Lee De Forest. From the Eiffel Tower in Paris in 1908, 
De Forest and his assistants succeeded in transmitting recorded
music reliably over a distance of 25 miles. One listener reported 
hearing the broadcast from Marseilles, more than 500 miles away. 
Gleason L. Archer, History of Radio to 1926  (New York: The 
American Historical Society, Inc., 1 9 3 8 ) , pp. 98-99. 
aLetter to the writer from the Federal Communications Commis­
sion, Sept. 20, 1962.
land-speculation days in 1916 and purchased acreage for 
a home just north of the Three Mile Trading Post near 
Stevensville.
As early as 1919, Dixon was broadcasting from a make­
shift studio in his home. Much of the time he merely 
talked during his broadcasts. Occasionally, a group of 
men from Stevensville would form an orchestra and travel 
to the Dixon studio for a short broadcast.
Dixon, who became a prominent figure in Stevensville 
community affairs, was one of the organizers of the First 
National Bank in that community.
Two factors motivated the early-day broadcasters to 
construct an actual radio station. One was a genuine desire 
to bring entertainment and information to the listeners, 
the other a vested interest in promoting the sale of radio 
receivers. Although some of the broadcasting pioneers in 
Montana recognized the advertising potential of broadcast­
ing stations, none accurately perceived what this method of 
income ultimately would mean to the success of the enter­
prise.
Montana’s first licensed broadcasting station was operated 
by the Great Falls Tribune. K D Y S began broadcasting from 
the Tribune offices on May 19, 1922, with a program of local 
talent, reaching to “lonely cabins in the heart of the moun-
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tains. . . .”3 It reportedly reached receiving sets “in 
every corner of Montana, Idaho, the Dakotas and south 
through Utah, Wyoming and California . . . blazing the 
trail of wireless telephony in the Intermountain states.”4
T R A N SM IT T E R  W AS H OM EM ADE
The K D YS transmitter, containing two 50-watt tubes, 
was homemade, assembled by C. W . Wilks of the Wilks 
Auto Electric Service in Great Falls. The studio was in the 
Great Falls Tribune building.5
For the opening broadcast about 800 persons crowded 
around a receiving set at a drygoods store a block and a 
half from the Tribune office. At the studio, Mayor R. M. 
Armour of Great Falls spoke briefly into the microphone. 
Then O. S. Warden, owner of the station, discussed the sig­
nificance of the broadcast and offered the hope that “this 
date . . . may be written into the history of the Great Falls 
Tribune in bold-face, 72-point type.”6
The highlight of the opening broadcast was the singing 
of Mrs. Albert Beckman of Great Falls. For a short time 
reception was good at the drygoods store. But vibrations 
developed in the horn-like speaker of the radio set, dis­
torting Mrs. Beckman’s soprano tones. Several minutes 
later a power failure halted the broadcast.
KDYS was billed in advance as a station that would 
reach radio listeners from Minneapolis to the Pacific Coast. 
Whether it ever was received in Minneapolis has not been 
determined, but the management reported fans in Susan- 
ville, Calif., among the regular listeners.' In fact, it appears 
the station had more listeners in other western states than 
I in Central Montana. An informal survey by the station just 
i before the opening broadcast turned up only 15 receiving 
I sets in Great Falls.7
F IG H T  BRO A D C A ST
When Jack Dempsey fought Tommy Gibbons in 1923 
I in Shelby, Mont., for the world heavyweight boxing champ- 
| ionship, K D Y S presented a remarkable remote broadcast 
I from the city, about 65 miles from Great Falls. The pro- 
I  gram was transmitted over a telephone line to the studio 
t  in Great Falls.
Midway through its second year, K D Y S was closed for 
r repairs and The Tribune announced that the station’s
[ *Great Falls Tribune, May 2 0 ,1 9 2 2 . During May, 1922— the same 
month KDYS went on the air— the Department of Commerce 
authorized 98 additional radio broadcasting stations in the United 
States. Not all of them went on the air; furthermore, many 
which were authorized subsequently surrendered their licenses.
4Ibid.
'Ibid., Nov. 1 ,1 9 5 9 .
6Ibid.
7Ibid.
reopening would depend on “affairs in the radio world” 
and a demand from fans.
Apparently the fans did not respond and affairs in the 
radio world did not appear encouraging, for K D YS clicked 
off its transmitter permanendy 18 months after its first 
broadcast.
That radio receiving sets were scarce and expensive may 
have contributed to the shutdown of K D YS. In the early 
days radio manufacturers frequendy did not assemble 
the receivers; they merely sent the parts to the retailer. 
Moreover, a radio receiver, regarded as a luxury item, was 
rather low on the priority list of the thrifty wheat farmers 
and catde men of Central Montana.8
Although K D Y S was Montana’s first station, K FB B  in 
Havre was the state’s first broadcasting station to survive 
to the present. F . A. Buttrey began operating a 50-watt 
transmitter from the top floor of his general merchandise 
store in October, 1922, issuing weather and stock reports 
to the few radio fans in the area.9 When Buttrey moved to 
a larger radio market— Great Falls— in 1929, one spectator 
who watched him arrive with the equipment shouted: “It’ll 
never work.”10 But it did. The K FB B  hit parade of 1929 
included tunes such as “In the Gloaming” and “I ’ll Take 
You Home Again Kathleen.” Moreover, the 500-watt signal, 
emanating from a transmitter five miles south of the city, 
was picked up in Memphis, Tenn., and in several cities 
along the Pacific slope.11
ST A T IO N  PRO SPERED
The move proved worthwhile. The station prospered 
and the sale of radio receivers increased steadily. In 1931, 
37.8 per cent of the 7,374 families in Great Falls had radio 
receivers.12
In 1936, K FB B  began broadcasting from a new transmitter 
plant with a Western Electric 5,000-watt transmitter and a 
420-foot steel tower. That same year the station affiliated 
with the Columbia Broadcasting System.
Today K FB B  operates from a modern plant west of Great 
Falls and has added television to the operation.
In Billings, station K FC H  began broadcasting on Nov. 
7, 1922, with a program of local talent comprising an 
orchestra and vocal soloists.
The Billings Gazette reported that the “radio program 
was well received” and noted that “the selections by Ben 
Lewis were so popular that he was requested by telephone
interview with Ed Craney of Butte, Mont., on Sept. 25 , 1962.
Craney operated a retail radio store in the early 1920’s.
“Interview with W . C. Blanchette, KFBB manager, Great Falls,
Mont., Nov. 30, 1962.
10Great Falls Tribune, Nov. 11, 1959.
nIbid.
12Ibid.
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immediately after the concert to render another selection, 
which he did.”13
The newspaper promised another broadcast two days 
later, featuring a variety of Brunswick records furnished by 
the Hammond Music and Furniture Company of Billings. 
The day after the station’s second broadcast, the newspaper 
said “reports from Bridger, Columbus and Belfry . . . and 
other points reveal the program has been received.”14
T H R E E  BRO A D CA STS A W E E K
K FCH  continued operating throughout November, 1922, 
with three broadcasts a week. The Gazette’s Sunday radio 
section listed a “log” of programs to be heard on the station 
during the coming week.
Early in December, the station management began offer­
ing radio receivers for sale. One advertisement said a radio 
set made an interesting gift and that parts were available.
On Dec. 10, 1922, all reference to K FC H , called the 
“electric service station,” disappeared from the Billings Ga­
zette. The log was not published in the newspaper after 
Dec. 3.
K FC H , which never appeared as a licensed call letter, 
was owned by Walter Hulton.15
Early radio broadcasting in Montana reflected much of 
the frontier way of life that continued to exist in remote 
areas of the state through the 1920’s. For example, K G C X  
began operating from the back room of the First State Bank 
in Vida— population 25—on Oct. 5, 1926, using a con­
verted telephone for a microphone and broadcasting when 
operator Ed Krebsbach could slip away from the front 
counter in the bank.16
Today, K G C X  is operated from modern studios in Sid­
ney, Mont., and Williston, N. D.
KGEZ GO ES ON T H E  A IR 
In Kalispell, businessmen, farmers and professional men 
contributed to a special fund to construct a broadcasting 
station in 1927. Radio station KGEZ went on the air 
March 21, 1927, from the Chamber of Commerce office 
in the Elks Temple.17 A Minneapolis visitor to Kalispell
“ Billings Gazette, Nov. 8, 1922. 
ulbid., Nov. 10, 1922.
™Ibid., Nov. 12, 1922.
18Letter from E. C. Krebsbach, Jan. 20, 1963.
17Kalispell Daily Inter Lake, March 22, 1927.
was quoted as saying the KGEZ programs “were excellent 
. . .  as good as I have heard in the big city.”18
Charles Campbell, manager of the Northwestern Auto 
Supply Company in Billings, decided in 1928 that the 
surest method to sell radio receivers was to build a radio 
station. On June 8, Campbell went on the air with station 
K G H L. It featured local talent and an ambitious remote 
broadcast from the Governor’s mansion in Helena.19
In Missoula, an unlicensed broadcast station is reported 
to have operated for a few months in 1923-24. A. J. 
Mosby, a radio broadcasting pioneer, recalls that he lent 
a small broadcast transmitter he had used for experiments 
to two men who established a station in the Wilma Theater 
Building in 1923.20
At the height of a political rally in the studio, the drink­
ing and enthusiasm of the participants exceeded the usual 
limits and police were called to stop the broadcast. A 
scuffle ensued and the two broadcasters were arrested and 
sentenced to several days in jail.
The station’s equipment was repossessed by Mosby and 
subsequently used as part of the original transmitting equip­
ment at Montana State University’s broadcast station, 
KUOM .
KG  VO BRO A D CA STS ST A R T
In 1931, Mosby completed construction of radio station 
KG V O  and began broadcasting the evening of January 18 
from studios in the Union block.21 Like all early-day 
broadcasts in Montana, the initial program and a majority 
of the day-to-day programming comprised local talent per­
forming from the small studio at the station.
K G V O  was not Missoula’s first radio broadcasting station, 
however. On Feb. 17, 1925, KUOM  began broadcasting 
from the Montana State University campus with a program 
by the University symphony.22 Operating with 250 watts 
from 1230 kilocycles, KUOM  received listening reports 
from a ship off the Florida coast, a radio fan in Haines, 
Alaska, and residents along Boston’s Beacon Street.23 It 
operated infrequently until October, 1929, when the station’s 
license was permitted to expire because of technical prob­
lems and the lack of quality transmission.24
wIbid., March 24, 1927.
19Billings Gazette, June 9, 1928.
“ Conversation with A. J . Mosby, March 20, 1963.
albid., March 13, 1963.
“ Missoula Montana Kaim in, Feb. 17, 1925.
Mlbid., May 19, 1925.
*lb id ., Nov. 1, 1929.
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LEGAL TERMS IN THE MONTANA PRESS: 
DO READERS UNDERSTAND THEM?
B y  T H E  R E S E A R C H  M E T H O D S  C L A S S  S T U D E N T  S
John R. Barber, John A. Counihan, John E. Frook, Douglas B. 
Hacker, Ray S. Maidment Jr., Judith B. Rollins, R. Scott Sorensen
As a term project, students in the Methods of Journalism Research class 
planned and carried out a survey designed to indicate how well newspaper 
readers understand legal terms used in the Montana press. Miss Judith B. 
Rollins, a graduate student, and Prof. Warren J. Brier, the instructor for the 
course, have described the survey and summarized the findings in this article.
Do newspaper readers understand legal terms used in 
stories about court proceedings or law enforcement?
Is their understanding of such terms related to variables 
such as education, profession, sex, jury duty, age, income, 
television viewing?
Which legal terms are readily comprehended by readers? 
Which are the most difficult?
To answer these and other questions, students in a 
Montana State University class, Methods of Journalism 
Research, interviewed more than 100 newspaper readers in 
Missoula, Mont.
This article describes the students’ survey, presents the 
results, and makes a recommendation concerning court and 
police stories.
The Problem
In recent years city editors and journalism professors have 
emphasized the need for simplicity in news stories. They 
have repeatedly said that news accounts should be “readable” 
—that is, easy to understand. Familiar words should be 
used. Sentences and paragraphs should be short. The 
complex news event should be explained or, in some cases, 
interpreted.
The purpose of this advice, of course, was to enable the 
press to inform the reader more effectively. Most news­
men would admit that significant strides have been made. 
The Wall Street Journal, to cite one example, adopted a 
snappy writing style built around short leads and sentences. 
The Associated Press hired readability expert Rudolph 
Flesch to seek ways to improve its writing.
Despite such improvement, however, many newspapers 
still handle court and police stories as if the so-called typical 
reader had a law degree from Harvard.
Consider, for example, this story from a metropolitan 
newspaper:
The State Department of Agriculture and a group of 
avocado packers tangled again yesterday in a preliminary 
legal skirmish over a marketing order.
Superior Court Judge Bonsall Noon, in effect, halted 
a lawsuit brought by five packers and a producer. They 
had sought a writ of mandate against William E. Warne, 
state director of agriculture. Noon sustained Warne’s 
demurrer to the suit.
The judge earlier ruled in favor of the protesting six 
when he denied a state motion for a change of venue.
After Noon upheld San Diego jurisdiction, he sus­
tained the demurrer and dissolved a temporary writ of 
mandate which he had issued Feb. 14 against Warne. . . .
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If the purpose of a news story is to communicate in­
formation, the above account and others like it probably 
would fail to achieve that goal so far as the “average reader” 
is concerned.
The purpose of the students’ survey was to indicate 
some proof or disproof of the assumption that “typical” 
readers cannot understand such legal terminology.
Methodology
Daily editions of 14 Montana newspapers were studied by 
individuals in the class for one week.1 All sentences that 
contained legal or police terms were copied.
Forty terms subsequently were selected to present to news­
paper readers.2 The entire sentences containing the terms 
were placed in a questionnaire, which also required inform­
ation about the respondents’ age, sex, profession, education, 
income, jury duty, and television viewing.
A sample of 105 residents of Missoula was selected by a 
random method from the City Directory. Several alternate 
respondents were chosen in case interviewees in the original 
sample were not newspaper readers or were not available.
Each student in the class interviewed 15 persons. The re­
spondent, given a copy of the questionnaire, was asked to 
read each sentence and tell the interviewer what the legal 
or police term meant. The interviewer then copied the 
answer on another questionnaire. Each answer was com­
pared with a precise definition of the term to determine if 
it were correct or incorrect.
Results
Of the 4,200 individual answers, 1,855 (44.2 per cent) 
were correct and 2,345 (55.8 per cent) were incorrect.
The specific numerical breakdown for each term was as 
follows:
Newspapers studied were the Billings Gazette, Bozeman Daily 
Chronicle, Butte Montana Standard, Dillon Daily Tribune-Exam ­
iner, Great Falls Leader, Great Falls Tribune, Hamilton Daily 
Ravalli Republican, Havre Daily News, Helena Independent 
Record, Kalispell Daily Inter Lake, Lewistown Daily News, 
Livingston Enterprise, Missoula Missoulian, and the Miles City 
Star.
T h e terms were: stay order, indicted, punitive damages, admitted 
to probate, accessories-before-the-fact, arraigned, writ of habeas 
corpus, battery, alleges, to vacate an order, waiving counsel, infor­
mation, concurrent, plaintiff, extradition, extortion, statutes of 
limitation, forfeited bond, jury, inquest, continuance, larceny, 
demurrer, John Doe warrant, second-degree murder, bound over, 
civil action, suspended sentence, arrested, felony, rested its case, 
administratrix, defendant, coroner’s jury, remanded, burglary, 
mandamus action, booked, venire, appealed.





Stay order 15 90
Indicted 39 66
Punitive damages 14 91
Admitted to probate 19 86
Accessories-before-the-fact 50 55
Arraigned 43 62
W rit of habeas corpus 20  85
Battery 53 52
Alleges 67 38
To vacate an order 53 52
Waiving counsel 77 28
An information 15 90




Statutes of limitation 34 71
Forfeited a bond 80 25
Jury 96 9
Inquest 63 42
Continuance 24  81
Larceny 60 45
Demurrer 2 103
John Doe warrant 53 52
Second-degree murder 56 49
Bound over 42 63
Civil Action 35 70
Suspended jail sentence 88 17
Arrested 80  25
Felony 24 81
Rested its case 71 34
Administratrix 18 87
Defendant 86 19
Coroner’s jury 58 47
Remanded 26  79
Burglary 53 52





An average was determined for the percentage of cor­
rect definitions for respondents in various categories. The 
relationships between the results and the seven variables con­
sidered were as follows:
A G E
Respondents in the 31-40 category scored considerably 
higher than those in other age groups. Persons more than 
50 years old had fewer correct definitions than respondents in 
the other categories.
The average percentage correct for each age group was 15-
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20 (46.7); 21-30 (45 .9); 31-40 (54 .7); 41-50 (44 ), and 
more than 50 (39.5).
SEX
Male respondents scored appreciably higher than female 
respondents. For the 50 men questioned, the average per­
centage correct was 48.4. In contrast, the average for 55 
women was 40.4 per cent.
PROFESSIO N
The students assumed that white-collar workers would 
offer more correct definitions than blue-collar workers. 
Survey results showed that the white-collar persons scored 
an average 5.4 per cent higher than the blue-collar respond­
ents. The 39 white-collar respondents had an average 47.6 
per cent correct; the 66 blue-collar workers scored an av­
erage 42.2 per cent correct.
ED U C A TIO N
Of all the variables, education resulted in the widest range 
of correct definitions. Two respondents with only a grade- 
school education had an average percentage correct of 32.5. 
In contrast, 50 respondents who had attended college had 
50.1 per cent correct.
One respondent with a seventh-grade education had the 
lowest percentage correct— 17.5.
Other percentages: eight persons who completed the 
eighth grade— 35.3; 44 persons who completed high school 
-4 0 .3
INCOM E
The average percentage of correct definitions increased 
rather erratically as the level of income increased. For 28 
persons earning below $4,000 each year, the average per­
centage correct was 42.2. Thirty-seven persons in the $4- 
6,000 bracket scored 44.1 per cent, the same as the per­
centage for 29 respondents in the $6-8,000 category. In the
$8-10,000 class, seven persons had 48.5 per cent correct. 
The percentage dropped slighdy for those who earned $10- 
12,000; they scored 48.1 per cent correct.
JU R Y  D U T Y
According to the survey, a knowledge of legal terms in 
newspapers has little relationship to previous service on 
a jury. Twelve respondents who had served on juries had 
an average of 45.6 per cent correct; the 93 other respond­
ents scored 43.6 per cent correct.
T E LEV ISIO N  VIEW IN G
Most of the respondents watched one or more television 
programs dealing with lawyers or courtroom activity. But 
their viewing of such shows had little effect on their under­
standing of the legal terms.
A correlation between television viewing and under­
standing of the terms was not evident.
The survey turned up this rather starding statistic: Only 
14 of the 105 respondents said they did not watch a television 
show that features courtroom drama.
Conclusion
Two general conclusions emerged from this survey:
1) The data collected indicate that newspaper readers do 
not understand a sizable number of the legal terms used in 
the Montana press (55.8 per cent of the individual defi­
nitions were incorrect).
2) The respondents’ knowledge of legal terms in the 
press is related rather clearly to variables such as age, sex, 
education, profession, and income. Television viewing and 
jury duty do not seem to have a significant effect on the 
understanding of such terms.
It would appear that newspaper editors might seriously 
consider explaining legal terms in news stories or using 
more simplified language. If 90 of 105 readers do not 
understand the term “stay order” in a news story, the 
reporter and the editor obviously have failed to communi­
cate effectively.
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TWO MONTANA LAWS 
AFFECTING THE PRESS
Open Hearing Act
“The legislature finds and declares that public boards, 
commissions, councils, and other public agencies in this 
state exist to aid in the conduct of the peoples’ business. 
It is the intent of this act that actions and deliberations of 
all public agencies shall be conducted openly. The people 
of the state do not wish to abdicate their sovereignty to the 
agencies which serve them. Toward these ends, the pro­
visions of the act shall be liberally construed.
“All meetings of public or governmental bodies, boards, 
bureaus, commissions or agencies of the state or any political 
subdivision of the state, or organization or agencies sup­
ported in whole or in part by public funds, or expending 
public funds, at which any action is taken by such public 
governmental body, board, bureau, commission or agency 
of the state or any political subdivision of the state shall be 
open to the public, except as otherwise specifically provided 
by law and except any meeting involving or affecting:
“(1 ) National or state security.
“ (2 ) The disciplining of any public officer or employee, 
or any hearing on, or of, a complaint against a public officer
or employee, unless the public officer or employee requests 
an open meeting.
“(3 ) The employment, appointment, promotion, dismis­
sal, demotion or resignation of any public officer or em­
ployee, unless the public officer or employee requests an 
open meeting.
“(4 ) The purchasing of public property, the investing 
of public funds or other matters involving competition or 
bargaining which, if made public may adversely affect the 
public security or financial interest of the state or any political 
subdivision or agency of the state.
“(5 ) The revocation of a license of any person licensed 
under the laws of the state or any political subdivision of 
the state.
“(6 ) Law enforcement, crime prevention, probation or 
parole.
“Appropriate minutes of all meetings declared to be open, 
shall be kept and shall be available for inspection by the 
public.”
Reporters’  Confidence Act
“Disclosure of source of information—when not required. 
No persons engaged in the work of, or connected with or 
employed by any newspaper or any press association or 
any radio broadcasting station or any television station for 
the purpose of gathering, procuring, compiling, editing, dis­
seminating, publishing, broadcasting or televising news 
shall be required to disclose the source of any information
procured or obtained by such person in the course of his 
employment, in any legal proceeding, trial or investigation 
before any court, grand jury or petit jury, or any officer 
thereof, before the presiding officer of any tribunal, or 
his agent or agents, or before any commission, department, 
division or bureau of the state, or before any county or 
municipal body, officer or committee thereof.”
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Montana Newspaper Hall of Fame
Thomas Josiah Dimsdale was a versatile reporter. During 
his career in Virginia City he wrote calmly of shootings in 
dance halls, of a hanging in Idaho, of scalpings near Helena 
and of the activities of the vigilantes. He gave a wonderfully 
detailed report of a prize fight— 185 rounds to a draw— 
between Con Orem and Hugh O’Neil. As the first perma­
nent editor of Montana’s first newspaper, the Montana Post, 
in Virginia City from 1864 to 1866, he compiled a remark­
able record in both his professional and civic activities.
He was born in England in 1831, attended Rugby and 
Oxford, and left the University in his second year to seek 
his fortune in the gold fields of Canada and Montana. In 
Virginia City, he covered the historic flour riots. Deep, early 
snow in the Rockies cut off supplies desperately needed along 
Alder Gulch. Actual hunger resulted when flour ran short 
and the price went up to $100 per hundred-pound sack. 
Newsprint ran short, too, and the Montana Post printed on 
brown, blue or pink paper for several weeks.
In March, 1865, the first flour riot took place after several 
angry men forced the sale of flour at their own price. Mr. 
Dimsdale ran two editorials on this. One was called 
“Speculation,” the other “Two Wrongs Never Make a 
Right.” A “flour committee” had inflamed the populace 
and 23 armed men barricaded themselves in a store behind 
sacks of flour. Mr. Dimsdale reprimanded both sides and 
favored peace and order.
After bitterly criticizing a new book, “The Banditti of 
the Rocky Mountains,” he began writing and publishing in 
serial form on Aug. 26, 1865, what he believed were the 
facts about the Montana vigilantes. He explained to persons 
outside Montana why the vigilantes had taken the law into 
their own hands and why men had been executed with no 
public trial. Mr. Dimsdale’s articles were collected in “The 
Vigilantes of Montana,” the first book published in the 
territory.
He taught a subscription school in Virginia City in 1863- 
64 and was appointed the first territorial superintendent of 
education. He served in that capacity until, feeble in health 
for many years, he died of tuberculosis on Sept. 26, 1866, 
at the age of 35.
T h o m a s  J o s i a h  D i m s d a l e
1831 - 1866
Installed October 20, 1962
The Montana Newspaper Hall of Fame, established Aug. 16, 1958, is sponsored jointly by the Montana State Press Association 
and the Montana State University School of Journalism. A committee comprising six members of the State Press Association and 
the dean of the School of Journalism recommends to the Association one person for the Hall of Fame each year. A candidate may 
be nominated five years after his death.
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Journalism Building, Montana State University 
Missoula, Montana
Education for Journalism 
at
Montana State University
The Montana State University School of Journalism is one of the pioneers 
in journalism education. It was founded in 1914, only six years after the 
establishment of the first journalism school in the United States. A charter 
member of the Association of Accredited Schools and Departments of 
Journalism, the MSU School is now one of 47 schools and departments ac­
credited by the American Council on Education for Journalism.
The curriculum offered by the School of Journalism is based on a broad 
cultural education. Approximately three-fourths of the credits offered for 
the Bachelor of Arts in Journalism are taken in the humanities and social 
sciences. Journalism courses, dedicated to the highest professional standards, 
stress history, ethics, social responsibility and current problems as well as the 
technical skills required for success in the communications industry.
School of Journalism, Montana State University, Missoula, Montana
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